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Abstract

The purpose of this survey was to determine the need for further language development 
among the So in Northeastern Thailand. The instruments include word lists and 
sociolinguistic questionnaires. The sociolinguistic questionnaires were analysed by 
comparing responses to determine dialect perceptions, language vitality, and bilingual 
proficiency among So speakers. The word lists were analysed using lexical comparison to 
determine potential groupings within So speech varieties. Key findings are that Isan 
seems to be generally well understood among the So. The So language appears to be high 
in vitality. There is broad comprehension of the Photi Phaisan dialect of So, but it does 
not appear to be as well understood in some So villages.
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Executive Summary

 1  Background
So is a member of the Katuic cluster of speech varieties in the Mon-Khmer branch of the 
Austroasiatic language family. It is spoken in Laos and Thailand. Of the reported 160,000 
total So speakers, most are located in Laos (102,000). The So in Thailand are located 
generally in the northeastern region; most of them live in the northeastern provinces of 
Nakhon Phanom (Tha-uthen district), Sakon Nakhon (Kusuman district), and Mukdahan.

The So are not indigenous to Thailand, having migrated from Laos during different 
periods over 150 years to escape economic and political hardship in their homeland. 
Thakek, Mueang Wang (Savannakhet), and Kham Muon (possibly Khammuan) are 
mentioned as the original homeland of the So.

 2  Purpose
The purpose of this survey was to assess the need for further vernacular literature 
development among So speakers in Northeastern Thailand. To this end, the team hoped to 
evaluate the language vitality of So and the potential to use materials in a related variety 
(from Photi Phaisan village) or a language of wider communication (Central Thai or 
Isan). This led to the following research questions for this survey.

1. Do So speakers master Central Thai or Isan adequately?
2. What are the attitudes of So speakers toward Central Thai or Isan?
3. Do So speakers adequately comprehend the Photi Phaisan dialect?
4. What are the attitudes of So speakers toward the Photi Phaisan dialect?
5. Does it appear likely that the So variety will continue to be spoken by future 

generations?

 3  Methodology
Five villages were surveyed: Noi Siwilai, Nong Nang Leung, Don Yang, Kham Toey, and 
Na Tao.

The team collected word lists and administered sociolinguistic questionnaires in each of 
the villages. The word lists were used to to determine lexical similarity between village 
varieties. Two kinds of questionnaires were used in this survey: a knowledgeable insider 
sociolinguistic questionnaire and individual sociolinguistic questionnaires. Both kinds 
were used to gather information on language vitality, attitudes, and opinions relating to 
language use and proficiency.

 4  Results
 4.1  Mastery of Central Thai or Isan
Isan appears more widely used than Central Thai in So communities. However, not all the 
community appears to be sufficiently proficient in Isan to use materials developed in this 
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language. The older generation reportedly do not speak Isan well. For the future, it seems 
that significant numbers of children are learning Isan early in their childhood years. The 
self-reported bilingual proficiency questions do suggest adequate proficiency, but they 
are not objective enough to determine if the So are able to use materials developed in 
Isan.

Respondents from Nong Nang Leung seem to indicate a higher degree of adequate 
mastery in Central Thai or Isan than other villages.

 4.2  Attitudes toward Central Thai or Isan
The percentage of positive attitudes toward Central Thai or Isan was unclear. 
Intermarriage questions revealed a higher percentage of positive attitudes compared to 
the questions on children's use of a language of wider communication at home.

Comparing between Central Thai and Isan, it is possible that the So favor Central Thai 
more; some negative attitudes were inferred regarding Isan use, but none for Central 
Thai.

 4.3  Comprehension of Photi Phaisan dialect
The So in this region seem to have adequate comprehension of the Photi Phaisan variety. 
Most are reported to be able to understand everything (or most things) when listening to 
this particular village variety. So speakers also appear to be able to use their own village 
varieties to communicate with other So from Photi Phaisan without problems.

Nong Nang Leung may have fewer people who can comprehend the Photi Phaisan 
variety of So without difficulty.

 4.4  Attitudes toward Photi Phaisan dialect
There do not seem any negative attitudes toward the Photi Phaisan variety of So. Most So 
in this region appear to have a favorable, or at least neutral, attitude toward the Photi 
Phaisan variety. In terms of prestige dialect, many So view their own village variety as 
the best i.e. spoken most clearly and beautifully. However, a significant number (a quarter 
to a third) of the So community do consider the Photi Phaisan variety as the most 
prestigious dialect.

 4.5  Language vitality
Four of five villages (Nong Nang Leung as the exception) seem to indicate strong 
language vitality. The majority of children are reported to be speaking So well (except 
Nong Nang Leung). Children who may not speak So well are usually from mixed 
marriages with non-So. 

Bilingual proficiency in Central Thai or Isan appears to be improving in the younger 
generation, but the So language is reported to still be the language spoken best by ethnic 
So. The majority of ethnic So use their mother tongue in most domains of daily life. So is 
reported to be the children's first language and language of play (except Nong Nang 
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Leung). The So are usually the majority in the villages. Intermarriages are reported as 
infrequent. Most So who leave the village for work eventually return to settle in the 
village (except those from Nong Nang Leung). The So villages in this region are 
relatively close to each other with adequate road networks to provide good access from 
one place to another. Attitudes toward continued So language use generally range from 
medium to high. Most So appear to express disappointment at the idea of an ethnic So not 
speaking the language anymore. Most So are also proud of their ethnic identity. Many of 
them desire their children to preserve the cultural values, and view So literacy as 
beneficial.

 5  Conclusions and recommendation
Four villages (Noi Siwilai, Don Yang, Kham Toey, and Na Tao) have sufficient self-
reported comprehension of the So variety from Photi Phaisan. All four also have positive 
attitudes toward Photi Phaisan So and language vitality seems to be high in these villages. 
It appears likely that materials developed in the Photi Phaisan variety can be used in these 
four villages and their neighbouring communities. Further comprehension testing using 
Recorded Text Testing (RTT) could be used to confirm this conclusion.

There is indication that fewer So in Nong Nang Leung have sufficient comprehension of 
the Photi Phaisan variety. Nong Nang Leung also has indications of relatively lower So 
language vitality than the other villages, but seems to have adequate proficiency in Isan 
or Central Thai. The only negative indication of proficiency is the older generation seem 
to not speak Isan well. Nong Nang Leung may be able to use materials developed in 
either Central Thai or Isan. Isan appears to be the LWC more widely used, but Central 
Thai appears to be more favored. Additional research would need to be conducted to 
confirm this finding, such as bilingualism testing in Central Thai or Isan.

The sociolinguistic data appear to suggest the Photi Phaisan variety as potentially useable 
and acceptable among other So communities in the region. Further testing using 
Recorded Text Testing (RTT) may be helpful to evaluate comprehension between other 
villages and the Photi Phaisan variety of So. RTT results would help to determine the 
extensibility of the current development project using Photi Phaisan So.

It may be worth investigating why Nong Nang Leung may potentially not be able to use 
materials developed in Photi Phaisan So; that is if this village is an exception to the norm, 
or if there may be factors that suggest other villages with sociolinguistic situations like 
Nong Nang Leung would not able to use materials developed using Photi Phaisan So.
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บทสร�ป

 1  ความเป�นมา

ภาษาโส�เป	นสมาชกในกล��มภาษากะต�อค ในสาขามอญ-เขมรซ��งอย �ในตระก ลออสโตรเอเซ!
ยตค เป	นภาษาท!�พ ดก%นในประเทศลาวและไทย จากรายงานผ �ใช�ภาษาโส�ท%,งหมด 160,000 
คน ส�วนใหญ�อาศ%ยอย �ในประเทศลาว (102,000 คน) ชาวโส�ในประเทศไทยอาศ%ยอย �ทางภาค
ตะว%นออกเฉ!ยงเหน/อโดยท%�วไป ส�วนใหญ�ในจ%งหว%ดนครพนม(อ0าเภอท�าอ�เทน), สกลนคร(
อ0าเภอก�ส�มาลย1) และม�กดาหาร

ชาวโส�ไม�ได�ม!ถ�นก0าเนดอย �ในประเทศไทย แต�อพยพมาจากประเทศลาวเม/�อ 150 ป3ท!�ผ�านมา
ในช�วงระยะเวลาต�างๆก%น เพ/�อหลบหน!ป6ญหาความยากล0าบากด�านเศรษฐกจและการเม/องใน
ประเทศของตน กล�าวก%นว�า ท�าแขก เม/องว%ง (ส�วรรณเขต) และค0าม�วนเป	นถ�นฐานก0าเนด
ของชาวโส�

 2  ว�ตถ�ประสงค�

ว%ตถ�ประสงค1ของการส0ารวจน!,ค/อเพ/�อประเมนความต�องการด�านการพ%ฒนาวรรณกรรมภาษา
โส�ส0าหร%บชาวโส�ในภาคตะว%นออกเฉ!ยงเหน/อของประเทศไทย โดยท!มงานหว%งว�าจะประเมน
ความม!ช!วตของภาษาโส�และแนวโน�มท!�จะใช�วรรณกรรมในวธภาษาท!�ใกล�เค!ยงก%น (จากบ�าน
โพธไพศาล) หร/อจากภาษาอ/�นท!�ใช�ในวงกว�างข�,น(ภาษาไทยกลางหร/ออ!สาน) จาก
ว%ตถ�ประสงค1เหล�าน!,จ�งเกดค0าถามท!�ใช�ในการส0ารวจด%งต�อไปน!,

1. ผ �ท!�พ ดภาษาโส�สามารถใช�ภาษาไทยกลางหร/อภาษาอ!สานได�ด!พอหร/อไม�
2. ผ �ท!�พ ดภาษาโส�ม!ท%ศนคตต�อภาษาไทยกลางหร/อภาษาอ!สานอย�างไร
3. ผ �ท!�พ ดภาษาโส�เข�าใจวธภาษาจากบ�านโพธไพศาลได�ด!พอหร/อไม�
4. ผ �ท!�พ ดภาษาโส�ม!ท%ศนคตต�อวธภาษาจากบ�านโพธไพศาลอย�างไร
5. ม!ความเป	นไปได�หร/อไม�ท!�คนร��นหล%งจะใช�ภาษาโส�ต�อไปในอนาคต

 3  ระเบ�ยบว�ธ�ว�จ�ย

การส0ารวจได�กระท0าการในหม �บ�าน 5 หม �บ�านค/อ น�อยศร!วล%ย, หนองนางเลง, ดอนยาง, ค0า
เตย และนาเต�า

ท!มงานได�รวบรวมรายการค0าศ%พท1และแบบสอบถามด�านภาษาศาสตร1เชงส%งคมจากแต�ละ
หม �บ�าน รายการค0าศ%พท1ท!�ได�จะใช�พจารณาความคล�ายคล�งก%นของค0าศ%พท1ในแต�ละหม �บ�าน 
ส�วนแบบสอบถามในการส0ารวจคร%,งน!,ม!อย �สองชนดค/อแบบสอบถามภาษาศาตร1เชงส%งคม
ส0าหร%บผ �น0าชาวบ�าน และแบบสอบถามส0าหร%บชาวบ�านท%�วไป ท%,งสองชนดน!,ใช�เก<บข�อม ล
ด�านความม!ช!วตของภาษา, ท%ศนคต และความคดเห<นท!�เก!�ยวข�องก%บการใช�ภาษาและความ
สามารถในการใช�ภาษา

 4  ผลท� ได#

 4.1  ความสามารถในการใช#ภาษาไทยกลางหร+อภาษาอ�สาน

ในช�มชนชาวโส�น%,นม!การใช�ภาษาอ!สานก%นอย�างกว�างขวางมากกว�าภาษาไทยกลาง แต�
อย�างไรก<ตามไม�ใช�ท�กคนในช�มชนม!ความร �ในภาษาอ!สานเพ!ยงพอท!�จะใช�วรรณกรรมใน
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ภาษาน!, จากรายงานเห<นว�าผ �ส งอาย�พ ดภาษาอ!สานได�ไม�ด!เท�าไร ในอนาคตด เหม/อนว�าจะม!
จ0านวนเด<กมากข�,นท!�จะเร!ยนร �ภาษาอ!สานเร<วข�,น จากค0าถามท!�ทดสอบความสามารถในการ
พ ดท%,งสองภาษาน%,นพบว�าด!และพอเพ!ยง แต�ก<ไม�เป	นส�งท!�ย/นย%นพอท!�จะพจารณาว�าชาวโส�จะ
สามารถใช�วรรณกรรมท!�เป	นภาษาอ!สาน

ส�วนผลท!�ได�จากต0าบลหนองนางเล,งด เหม/อนจะช!,ว�าความสามารถในการใช�ภาษาไทยหร/อ
อ!สานอย �ในเกณฑ1ท!�ส งกว�าท!�อ/�น

 4.2  ท�ศนคต�ต.อภาษาไทยกลางหร+ออ�สาน

จ0านวนร�อยละของท%ศนคตในเชงบวกต�อภาษาไทยกลางหร/ออ!สานไม�ช%ดเจน ค0าถามท!�เก!�ยว
ก%บการแต�งงานข�ามว%ฒนธรรมแสดงถ�งท%ศนคตในเชงบวกท!�ส งกว�าเม/�อเปร!ยบเท!ยบก%บ
ค0าถามท!�เก!�ยวก%บการใช�ภาษาของเด<กๆในการส/�อสารท%�วไปท!�บ�าน

จากการเปร!ยบเท!ยบระหว�างภาษาไทยกลางและภาษาอ!สาน เป	นไปได�ว�าคนโส�นยมภาษา
ไทยกลางมากกว�า นอกจากน%,นย%งม!ท%ศนคตเชงลบบางอย�างท!�พ ดถ�งในการใช�ภาษาอ!สาน 
แต�ไม�ม!ท%ศนคตเชงลบเช�นน%,นในภาษาไทยกลาง

 4.3  ความเข#าใจว�ธภาษาจากบ#านโพธ�ไพศาล

ชาวโส�ในเขตน!,ด เหม/อนจะม!ความเข�าใจวธภาษาจากโพธไพศาลได�ด!พอสมควร ส�วนใหญ�จะ
พบว�าสามารถเข�าใจท�กอย�าง (หร/อเก/อบท�กอย�าง)ขณะท!�ฟ6งวธภาษาน!, นอกจากน!,ชาวโส�ย%ง
ด เหม/อนจะสามารถใช�วธภาษาจากหม �บ�านของตนส/�อสารก%บชาวโส�จากโพธไพศาลได�โดย
ไม�ม!ป6ญหา

ส�วนหนองนางเล,งอาจม!คนน�อยกว�าท!�สามารถเข�าใจวธภาษาของโส�จากโพธไพศาลได�โดย
ไม�ม!ป6ญหา

 4.4  ท�ศนคต�ต.อว�ธภาษาจากโพธ�ไพศาล

ด เหม/อนจะไม�ม!ท%ศนคตในเชงลบต�อวธภาษาของโส�จากโพธไพศาล ชาวโส�ส�วนใหญ�ใน
เขตน!,ด จะชอบหร/ออย�างน�อยก<ม!ท%ศนคตเป	นกลางต�อวธภาษาจากโพธไพศาล ถ�าจะกล�าวถ�ง
วธภาษาท!�นยมก%น ชาวโส�หลายคนมองวธภาษาจากหม �บ�านของตนว�าด!ท!�ส�ด เช�น ออกเส!ยง
ช%ดท!�ส�ดและไพเราะท!�ส�ด อย�างไรตาม ม!ชาวโส�ในช�มชนหลายคน(จ0านวนหน��งในส!�ถ�งสามใน
ส!�) เห<นว�าวธภาษาจากโพธไพศาลด!ท!�ส�ด

 4.5  ความม�ช�ว�ตของภาษา

ม! 4 หม �บ�านจากจ0านวน 5 หม �บ�าน (ยกเว�นหนองนางเล,ง) ท!�ด เหม/อนว�าความม!ช!วตของภาษา
อย �ในเกณฑ1ท!�ส ง จากรายงานเห<นว�าเด<กส�วนใหญ�พ ดภาษาโส�ได�เก�ง (ยกเว�นท!�หนอง
นางเล,ง) เด<กท!�อาจพ ดภาษาโส�ไม�เก�งม%กมาจากครอบคร%วท!�ม!การแต�งงานข�ามว%ฒนธรรมก%บ
คนท!�ไม�ใช�ชาวโส�

ความสามารถทางทวภาษาระหว�างภาษาไทยกลางหร/ออ!สานด เหม/อนว�าจะด!ข�,นในคนร��นท!�
อาย�น�อยข�,น แต�ภาษาโส�ย%งถ/อเป	นภาษาท!�ใช�พ ดได�ด!ท!�ส�ดโดยกล��มชาตพ%นธ1โส� ชาวโส�ส�วน
ใหญ�ใช�ภาษาของตนในเก/อบท�กเร/�องของช!วตประจ0าว%น ภาษาโส�ได�ร%บรายงานว�าเป	นภาษา
แรกของเด<กและเป	นภาษาท!�เด<กใช�เล�นก%น (ยกเว�นหนองนางเล,ง) ชาวโส�ม%กจะเป	นชนส�วน
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ใหญ�ของหม �บ�าน ม!การแต�งงานข�ามว%ฒนธรรมไม�บ�อยน%ก ส�วนใหญ�ชาวโส�ม%กจะจากหม �บ�าน
ของตนไปท0างานและในท!�ส�ดก<กล%บมาต%,งรกรากท!�หม �บ�านของตน (ยกเว�นจากหนองนางเล,ง) 
หม �บ�านชาวโส�ในเขตน!,ใกล�เค!ยงก%นพอสมควรและม!ถนนเช/�อมต�อท0าให�ตดต�อก%นได�สะดวก
จากหม �บ�านหน��งไปหม �บ�านหน��ง ผลส0ารวจด�านท%ศนคตท!�ม!ต�อภาษาโส�ว�าจะม!การใช�ต�อไปใน
อนาคตหร/อไม�น%,นม!ต%,งแต�ปานกลางถ�งส ง ชาวโส�ส�วนใหญ�ด จะแสดงความผดหว%งก%บความ
คดท!�ว�าชาวโส�ไม�ใช�ภาษาโส�อ!กต�อไปแล�ว ชาวโส�ส�วนใหญ�ย%งภ มใจในความเป	นเอกล%กษณ1
ด�านชาตพ%นธ�1ของตน หลายคนม!ความปรารถนาท!�จะให�ล กหลานร%กษาค�านยมด�านว%ฒนธรรม 
และมองวรรณกรรมภาษาโส�ว�าเป	นส�งท!�ม!ประโยชน1

 5  ข#อสร�ปและข#อเสนอแนะ

ม! 4 หม �บ�าน (น�อย ศวล%ย, ดอนยาง, ค0าเตยและนาเต�า) ม!ความเข�าใจวธภาษาจากโพธ
ไพศาลอย�างด!พอสมควร ท%,ง 4 หม �บ�านย%งม!ท%ศนคตในเชงบวกต�อภาษาโส�จากโพธไพศาล 
และความม!ช!วตของภาษาโส�ใน 4 หม �บ�านน!,ด ว�าย%งอย �ในเกณฑ1ส ง ด เหม/อนว�าวรรณกรรมท!�
ผลดข�,นในวธภาษาจากโพธไพศาลสามารถใช�ได�ก%บท%,ง 4 หม �บ�านน!,รวมท%,งช�มชนใกล�เค!ยง 
ในอนาคตอาจม!การทดสอบความเข�าใจโดยการใช�การทดสอบด�วยข�อความท!�อ%ดเส!ยง
ไว�(Recorded Text Testing หร/อ RTT) เพ/�อย/นย%นข�อสร�ปน!,

ม!ข�อบ�งช!,ว�าม!ชาวโส�น�อยกว�าในบ�านหนองนางเล,งท!�เข�าใจวธภาษาจากโพธไพศาล ท!�หนอง
นางเล,งย%งเห<นว�าความม!ช!วตของภาษาโส�อย �ในระด%บต�0ากว�าหม �บ�านอ/�น แต�ด เหม/อนว�าม!
ความสามารถด�านภาษาไทยกลางหร/ออ!สานท!�ด!พอ ข�อบ�งช!,เชงลบต�อความสามารถด�าน
ภาษาไทยกลางหร/ออ!สานเพ!ยงอย�างเด!ยวค/อคนท!�ม!อาย�มากด เหม/อนจะพ ดภาษาอ!สานได�
ไม�ด! หนองนางเล,งอาจสามารถใช�วรรณกรรมท!�เป	นภาษาไทยกลางหร/ออ!สานได� ภาษา
อ!สานด จะเป	นภาษาท!�ใช�ก%นอย�างกว�างขวาง แต�ภาษาไทยกลางด จะเป	นภาษาท!�คนชอบกว�า 
อาจม!การวจ%ยเพ�มเตมเพ/�อย/นย%นข�อม ลน!, เช�น การทดสอบทวภาษาระหว�างภาษาไทยกลาง
หร/ออ!สาน

ข�อม ลภาษาศาสตร1เชงส%งคม จะเห<นว�าวธภาษาจากโพธไพศาลอาจถ กใช�และเป	นท!�ยอมร%บ
ในช�มชนชาวโส�ในเขตน!, การใช�การทดสอบ RTT เพ�มเตมอาจช�วยในประเมนความเข�าใจ
ระหว�างหม �บ�านต�างๆและภาษาโส�จากโพธไพศาลได� ผลจากการทดสอบ RTT อาจย%งช�วย
พจารณาการขยายโครงการพ%ฒนาท!�ม!อย �ในป6จจ�บ%นโดยการใช�ภาษาโส�จากโพธไพศาลได�

อาจจะเป	นประโยชน1ด�วยถ�าม!การวจ%ยว�าเพราะอะไรท!�หนองนางเล,งอาจจะเป	นท!�ท!�ไม�สามารถ
ใช�วรรณกรรมท!�ผลตในภาษาโส�จากโพธไพศาลได� อาจเป	นเพราะหม �บ�านน!,เป	นข�อยกเว�นไม�
เหม/อนท!�อ/�น หร/ออาจม!ป6จจ%ยท!�บอกว�าหม �บ�านอ/�นท!�ม!สถานการณ1ทางภาษาศาสตร1เชงส%งคม
เช�นเด!ยวก%บท!�หนองนางเล,งอาจจะไม�สามารถใช�วรรณกรรมท!�เป	นภาษาโส�จากโพธไพศาล
ได�ด�วยเช�นก%น
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 1  Introduction
So is a member of the Katuic cluster of speech varieties under the Mon-Khmer language 
branch of the Austroasiatic family. It is spoken in Laos and Thailand. The Ethnologue 
(Gordon 2005) reports 160,000 So speakers total. Most So speakers are located in Laos 
(102,000). The So in Thailand are located generally in the northeastern region. 
Historically, there has been a lot of research done on So. This research includes 
comparative analyses, grammatical studies, and sociolinguistic surveys. Most of the 
available literature on So is based on research conducted in Thailand. Despite the work 
already available, there are remaining sociolinguistic questions about certain So varieties 
in Thailand. Some of these questions are about intelligibility between reported 
communities in as yet unsurveyed locations. This survey is being designed to determine 
the need for further development projects among the So in Northeastern Thailand.

Section 1 gives a brief introduction to So. This includes their locations, number of 
speakers, previous research, and other background information. Section 2 contains the 
purposes, goals, and research questions. In section 3, we discuss the instruments, 
methodologies, site selection rationale, analysis methods, and schedule for this survey. 
Section 4 presents the survey data in relation to the research questions. Section 5 
summarizes and concludes the analysis while section 6 lists some recommendations 
based on the summary and conclusions.

 1.1  Geography
Most of the So in Thailand live in the northeastern provinces such as Nakhon Phanom 
(Tha-uthen district), Sakon Nakhon (Kusuman district), and Mukdahan. Figures 1, 2, and 
3 show the general area of So populations in Nakhon Phanom and Sakon Nakhon.
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Figure 1: Northeastern region in 
Thailand (shaded). Adapted from 

National Statistical Office Thailand 
2000

Figure 2: Northeastern provinces in Thailand (So locations 
circled). Adapted from National Statistical Office Thailand 

2000



The climate in this region is generally dry and relatively low (below 500m), dominated 
by the flat landscape of the Korat plateau. The Mekong river and Laos borders this region 
to the north and the east. To the south and the west a mountain range separates this 
northeastern region from the rest of Thailand. The area is generally well-connected with 
good roads. The survey team had relatively few problems in reaching the village 
locations selected for survey. Section 3.1 gives more detail on site selection.

 1.2  People
According to the Ethnologue (Gordon 2005), the majority of So speakers are in Laos. So 
populations in Thailand, according to different sources, are shown in table 1:

Ethnic group Population in Thailand by various sources

Gordon (2005) Suwilai et al. (2004) Joshua Project (2008) Schliesinger (2000)

So 58,000 70,000 60,000 30,000

Table 1: Thailand So populations from different sources

The population differences require some explanation. Schliesinger warns that his 
population numbers are rough estimates. Migliazza's (2003:69) report mentions that, in 
Thailand, the term So is used as a generic name for other Mon-Khmer speaking groups, 
which might result in the So population being more than actually is. Suwilai's (1996) 
investigation of the Thavung in Sakon Nakhon reflects this: Thavung is actually Vietic 
but the people refer to themselves as So. What arises is that certain people groups may 
not be linguistically So even though they claim to be. Migliazza (2002:87) also reports 
that the So are sometimes referred to as the Bru because the Bru and So live in close 
proximity.
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According to Lerthirunwong (1980:15), the name So has its origins in a Lao word 
/so:re:/, which meant “talking together”. A popular story says that So people were fond of 
sitting around a fire and talking with each other hence the origin of the ethnonym So.

Diffloth (in Migliazza 2002) offers another explanation to the origin of the name. He 
suggests that the So might have got their name from the word “rice” which phonemically 
is written as /thro/. This would not be surprising considering rice cultivation is an integral 
part of the So lifestyle.

Over 94% of the Thai population adheres to Buddhist beliefs (National Statistical Office 
Thailand n.d.). This majority Buddhist faith is also reflected among the So. Each So 
village surveyed had a Buddhist temple as the only religious architecture within the 
community.

However Schliesinger (2000:54) also writes that the So in Thailand practice spirit and 
ancester worship; much of their deeper, underlying world views still being animistic. 
Belief in spirits and other animistic taboos continue to influence the So lifestyle 
(Migliazza 2002 and 2003). Ancestral houses or shrines, where offerings are given to the 
spirits of ancestors, are not uncommon. Festivals with animal sacrifices are held regularly 
to honor various spirits.

Agriculture is the main livelihood among the So, with rice as the main crop. The So 
practice wet rice cultivation, a method favored by Thai and Lao communities. Other 
kinds of crops are also planted to supplement their diet and income. Livestock, usually 
for food or draft animals, is common in So villages. 

Individual sociolinguistic questionnaire (ISLQ) responses show that agriculture continues 
to be the primary occupation. See table 2.

Occupation Don Yang Kham Toey Na Tao Noi Siwilai Nong Nang Leung TOTAL

Agriculture 5 11 6 8 9 39

Student — — 1 2 — 3

Hired labour 2 — — — — 2

Assistant village leader 1 — — 1 — 2

Soldier — — 1 — — 1

Garage 1 — — — — 1

Factory worker — — — — 1 1

Unemployed 3 1 4 1 2 11

Table 2: Occupations by village

So societies revolve around the village. Traditionally, villages were built on hill-ridges in 
the forest and houses were built on stilts. Within the village, the social structure is simple; 
the village headman is responsible for decisions regarding the village welfare. So society 
is patrilineal and mostly monogamous.
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The team's visits to the So confirm that the social structure remains much the same with 
the village headman having authority in most decisions. However So house designs today 
run the gamut from traditional stilt structures to two-storey, brick buildings.

The So are described (Migliazza 2002) as dark-skinned with curly hair. Both men and 
women traditionally wore black (dark blue), long-sleeved coats. Women would wear long 
skirts while men wore loin-cloths or trousers. Folklore has it that the So language was 
once written down on buffalo skin, but lost during a period of drought and famine.

Observations of the So during the survey indicate that they are beginning to assimilate to 
a more Thai lifestyle especially in dress, housing, and occupation. More and more So are 
also shifting from the traditional economy of agriculture to urban occupations in larger 
towns or cities. More than a quarter of the interviewees (27%) mentioned having worked 
outside the village before. Questionnaires conducted with village leaders also indicate a 
pattern showing many So youth are seeking work opportunities or experiences outside the 
village (table 3).

Village Q#28 Q#52 Q#52 (a) Q#52 (b)

Village 
population

Younger generation 
live elsewhere?

Reasons for living 
elsewhere

Many who go?

Noi Siwilai 464 Yes Work – at all times, 
doing all things

Yes, many

Nong Nang 
Leung

1473 Yes Work Many; usually 
grandchildren. About 50-
70%

Don Yang 419 Yes Work A lot; about 40 people

Kham Toey 1004 Yes, many Work ~50% will go

Na Tao 963 Many Work ~100-200 people

Table 3: KSLQ responses to younger generation work patterns outside village

 1.3  Languages
So is one of the few varieties that is recognized by all researchers as being decidedly 
Katuic. As can be seen in table 4, there is little agreement among different researchers on 
what constitutes a Katuic speech variety. Only six varieties are listed commonly as 
Katuic. So is one of them (shown in bold type).
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Source (year) Katuic varieties

Common across all sources Common across some sources Specific to local source

Thomas & 
Headley (1970)

Bru (Leu, Qangtri Vân 
Kiêu, Galler, Makong, Tri), 
Ir, Kataang, So, Nkriang, 
Ngeq

Kasseng, High Katu, Katu, 
Kantu, Kuy, Klor, Lor, Tong, 
Pacoh (Bo River, Vân Kiêu), 
Souei, Ta'oih

Phu'ang (Hu'u River 
Vân Kiêu), Leun, Alak, 
Talieng

Sidwell (2004)1 Bru, Talan/Ong/Ir/Inh, 
Katang, So, Kriang/Ngeq

Dakkang, Phuong (High Katu), 
Katu, Kantu, Kui, Pacoh, Souei, 
Ta'Oi, Triw

Chatong

Gordon (2005) Bru, Ir, Kataang, So, Ngeq Kasseng, Khlor, Ong, Upper 
Ta'oih, Tareng

Lower Ta'oih, Western 
Katu

Sidwell (2007) Bru, Ir, Katang, So, Ngeq Dakkang, High Katu, Katu, 
Kantu, Khlor, Kuy, Ong, Pacoh, 
Bo River Van Kiêu, Ta'oih, 
Tareng, Triw

Ha'ang, Kalum, Pahi, 
Mankong, Truy, Tri, Van 
Kieu, Leu, Khua, 
Chang, Nheu, Yeu, 
Ntaw, Mhai, Nanhang

Table 4: Katuic speech varieties from different sources

The similarities end when it comes to groupings. Different researchers group So 
differently. Most groupings are based on linguistic similarities between varieties and 
follow geographic conventions (i.e. North Katuic, West Katuic, Central Katuic) which 
appear to be an expansion to the original classification by Ferlus (1974) and Diffloth 
(1982). Figures 4, 5, 6, and 7 show some of these dissimilarities such as So being 
classified as West, East, or North Katuic.

West Katuic: Kui, Souei, Bru, So

East Katuic: Katu, Kantu, Phüöng, Ta-Oi, Kriang etc..

Figure 4: Katuic grouping by Ferlus (1974) and Diffloth (1982); adapted from Sidwell (2004)

North Katuic: So, Bru, Tri, Makong, Siliq, Katang

West Katuic: Sui/Suoi/Suai, Nheu, Kui, Kuay

Pacoh: Pacoh

Central Katuic: Ong, Ir

Ngeq: Ngeq

Katu (Laos): Katu (Laos)

Katu (Vietnam): Katu (Vietnam)

Figure 5: Katuic grouping by Millers (1996)

1 Kasseng, Talieng, and Alak have been found to be Bahnaric speech varieties (Sidwell 2004).
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West Katuic: Kui, Souei

East Katuic (North): Bru, So, Pacoh

East Katic (Central): Ta'Oi, Chatong, Kriang

East Katuic (South): Dakkang, Triw, Kantu, Katu

Figure 6: Katuic grouping according to L-Thongkum (2000)

West Katuic: Kui, Souei, Bru, So, Katang

Ta'Oi-Kriang: Ta'Oi, Talan/Onh/Ir/Inh, Chatong, Dakkang, Triw, Kriang/Ngeq

Katu: Kantu, Katu, Phuong (High Katu)

Pacoh: Pacoh

Figure 7: Katuic grouping proposed by Sidwell (2004)

The groupings also show that So and Bru are closely affiliated Katuic varieties, and 
regularly appear in the same groupings. Kui and Souei varieties also appear to be closely 
related to So.

Alternate names for the So are Kha So and Thro. The Ethnologue (2005) lists four 
dialects: So Trong, So Slouy, So Phong, and So Makon.

 1.4  History
The So are not indigenous to Thailand, having migrated from Laos during different 
periods. Migliazza (2003:68) says that the So migrated from Laos over 150 years ago to 
escape economic and political hardship in their homeland.

Thakek in Laos is mentioned (Migliazza 2002 and 2003) as the original homeland of the 
So who migrated to Thailand during the Annam-Thailand war in the 1840s. Other 
locations mentioned as the original homeland of the So are Mueang Wang (Savannakhet) 
and Kham Muon2 (Migliazza 2002).

Similar locations of origin are cited by Gainey (1985:16). He mentions Mueang Wang 
and Mueang Mahasay in Thakek, Savannakhet, and Khammuan as places where the So 
came from during forced migrations from Laos to Northeastern Thailand.

 1.5  Previous research
Research about the So in Thailand include comparative studies (Gainey 1985, Chinowat 
1983), grammar analyses (Migliazza 1998, Lerthirunwong 1980), discourse studies 
(Migliazza 2003 and 2005), orthography projects (Millers 1994, Migliazza 2002), and 
sociolinguistic surveys (Migliazza 1992, Miller 1994).

2 Possibly Khammuan.
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 1.5.1  Phonology, grammar, discourse, and orthography
So is an analytical language. Morphemes carry specific lexical meanings. So words occur 
mostly as monosyllables. Disyllabic words include a pre-syllable (usually unstressed), 
with a main syllable. It appears to be a speech variety with post-modifying tendencies. 
Migliazza (2003) observes that grammatical categories such as adverbs, adjectives, and 
numerals usually appear after the head they modify. See figure 8 for an example of So 
noun phrase structure.

Abbreviations: NUM is number; QTF is quantifier; CLF is classifier; NH is noun head; 
MOD is modifier (or adjective); DEM is demonstrative.

Word order is SVO and the syllable pattern for the main syllable is C1(C2)V(C3)(C4).

There are 21 basic consonants and 11 basic vowels in So (Migliazza 2003). Vowel 
features include length (short vs. long) and register (breathy vs. clear). An additional five 
diphthongs also appear in the So vowel inventory. Tables 5 and 6 show the So consonant 
and vowel inventory respectively.

Bilabial Alveolar Palatal Velar Glottal

Plosives p/ph/b t/th/d c/ch k/kh ʔ
Nasals m n ɲ ŋ

Flaps r

Approximants w l j

Fricatives s h

Table 5: So 21-item consonant inventory

There are 21 consonants in So. All plosives (excluding the glottal) distinguish between 
aspirated and unaspirated forms. Only the bilabial and dental plosives exhibit voicing. 
The distribution of plosives and nasals show symmetry; each phone (excluding the 
glottal) having a corresponding equivalent in points of articulation. Approximants lack a 
velar point of articulation. Otherwise they would be in symmetry with plosives and nasals 
as well.
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Figure 8: Example So noun phrase structure

NH (MOD) (NUM/QTF) (CLF) (DEM)



Front Central Back

Close i/ii ɯ/ɯɯ u/uu

Close-mid e/ee ɤ/ɤɤ o/oo

Open-mid ɛ/ɛɛ ʌ/ʌʌ ɔ/ɔɔ
Open a/aa ɑ/ɑɑ
Diphthongs *iɤ *ia *ɯa *uɤ *ua

Table 6: So 27-item vowel inventory

So vowels display short and long features. Non-basic vowels are diphthongs. There are 
five diphthongs; all appear to move from high (close) to low (open) positions.

Based on his data, Gainey (1985:33) also mentions that nasal and non-nasal vowels are 
minimal pairs. However this phenomenon occurs only after glottalized initials.

So has also been studied at a discourse level. Migliazza (2003) has written up an analysis 
of So texts to outline discourse features. His work includes identifying So texts into 
discourse categories: narratives, procedural texts, and hortatory types. Migliazza (2005) 
also explores the usage of reduplication in So.

There have also been efforts to develop an orthography for So based on the Thai  script. 
Migliazza (2002:92) reports that, for the most part, So phones match Thai graphemes, 
which allow for So to be written with a Thai script with slight modifications (e.g. 
diacritics used to represent vowel register). Efforts to develop So continue today with a 
language development project based on the dialect in Kusuman.

 1.5.2  Previous surveys
Data from language surveys have helped researchers understand the position of So in 
relation to other Katuic languages and provided insights into sociolinguistic factors 
affecting the So.

Migliazza (1992) reported that the So and Bru of Northeastern Thailand (Mukdahan, 
Sakon Nakhon, and Nakon Phanom provinces) form a group with 69-90% lexical 
similarity, but still clearly distinguish each other as separate Katuic varieties. Of added 
interest is that Bru of Kok Sa'at has a higher percentage lexical similarity with So of 
Kusuman than with other Bru varieties. This suggests that ethnonyms may not correlate 
with linguistic affiliation.

The Millers (1996) surveyed five Katuic varieties in Northeastern Thailand and found 
that these varieties (So, Bru, Makong, Tri, and Katang) have lexical similarity 
percentages of 80-93%3. The Millers condensed their findings into proposed sub-

3 Lexical similarity numbers are significantly higher than those from Migliazza's (1992) study. The 
Millers (1996) and Migliazza (1992) used different methodology and word lists (The Millers used a 
Katuic modified 207-item word list vs. Migliazza's standard 281-item Southeast Asian word list).
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groupings of Katuic varieties (figure 5 on page 5). Their findings are relevant in showing 
the level of linguistic relatedness between So and other Katuic varieties.

The Millers also conducted a sociolinguistic survey on Bru and So varieties in 
Mukdahan, Sakon Nakhon, and Ubon Ratchathani provinces in 1993 and report (Miller 
1994) that:

1. most villages surveyed were populated by majority So/Bru ethnicities (p.85),
2. there are no longer any monolingual So/Bru speakers in Northeastern Thailand 

(p.86),
3. most So/Bru continue to use their mother tongue strongly in the home domain 

(p.90),
4. many So/Bru are sufficiently bilingual in Isan to ably function in the community 

(p.86),
5. the younger So/Bru generation are more proficient in Central Thai (CT) than the 

older ones (p.86),
6. all So/Bru express positive attitudes toward CT or Isan (p.91),
7. most So/Bru view their mother tongue positively, by expressing a desire for 

language maintenance in the younger generation and also for vernacular literacy 
development (p.92),

8. but at the same time many So/Bru are embarrassed when using the vernacular in 
the vicinity of Thai or Isan speakers (p.92).

 1.5.3  Comparative analyses
Gainey's (1985) comparative analysis of three Katuic varieties (So, Bru, and Kuy) shows 
that So is genetically more closely related to Bru than to Kuy. His study is based on 
phonological analysis and supported by lexicostatistic data.

An earlier comparative analysis (Chinowat 1983) also shows Bru and So as genetically 
closer to each other than Kuy. His study is based on comparing the morphological 
processes between Bru, So, and Kuy.

 1.6  Other background information
 1.6.1  Regional relationships
Understanding the complex social and cultural relationship between ethnic minorities and 
dominant people groups in Thailand requires an understanding of the unwritten social 
hierarchy. LePoer (1987) mentions that, although non-Thai ethnic minorities are accorded 
equal rights as Thai citizens, any desire to rise higher in the socioeconomic ladder would 
require assimilation to a Central Thai culture and mindset – Central Thai being the 
perceived linguistic and ethnic aristocracy of the nation.
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Despite gradual assimilation to many aspects of the Thai lifestyle, the So are still aware 
of social, cultural, and linguistic differences that give rise to an inferiority complex when 
comparing themselves with Thai people. For example Miller's (1994:91) survey shows 
that many So and Bru perceive that they can only improve their economic and social 
status by acquiring a higher proficiency in CT. Many Bru and So also report feelings of 
embarrassment when having to speak their mother tongue in the presence of Thai or Isan 
people.

Regarding Isan, LePoer notes that most residents in the northeastern provinces share a 
closer sense of kinship with the Lao rather than the Thai. Many who live in this area 
speak the Isan dialect (very similar to Lao) more fluently than CT. This is also reflected 
in Migliazza's (2003:68) and Miller's (1994:47) reports, which show So communities 
being more proficient or comfortable in Lao or Isan than Thai.

The survey supports this finding. Of those interviewed, 55% of the interviewees claim 
Isan as their second best language compared to 28% who make the same claim with CT. 
See table 7.

2nd best language Percentage of responses

Isan 55%

CT 28%

Yaw 15%

Yaw & Isan 2%

TOTAL 100%

Table 7: ISLQ responses to 2nd best language

The So perception of differences between themselves and Thai people groups contrasts 
with their perceived identity among other ethnic minorities. During an orthography 
workshop for five Katuic groups, the Millers (1994:47) observed that all the participants 
(So, Makong, Tri, Bru, and Katang) shared a strong sense of “being the same” with each 
other despite communication differences. 

Other communities known to live in the same area as the So include other Katuic 
speaking groups (Bru, Tri) as well as non-Katuic peoples (Phu Thai, Saek, and Nyoh).

 1.6.2  Sociolinguistic situation
In general, Katuic speech varieties in Thailand are undergoing language shift due to 
historical and also on-going language contact situations (Huffman 1976, Gainey 1985, 
and Mann & Markowski 2005). Gainey (1985) and Migliazza (2005:6) report that 
borrowing is a particularly common feature in So.

Another effect of language contact is increased bilingualism. Most So speakers in the 
northeastern region are bilingual in Isan, the language of wider communication (LWC). 
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Miller (1994:86-87) reports that proficiency levels in CT are higher among younger So 
people because of exposure and education in schools.
Despite indications of increased bilingualism and language shift, some Katuic people 
groups, including the So, have reported an interest in reviving or preserving their speech 
varieties. The Millers (1994:93) discovered that the Bru, Makong, So, Tri, and Katang 
speakers in Thailand have expressed a desire to preserve their language as part of their 
cultural identity. This indicates positive attitudes toward their mother tongue and would 
be a positive factor for language development.

One reason for the continuing vitality of So is that there is a large enough population of 
speakers to ensure constant usage and maintenance. Migliazza (2003:69) noted this 
especially in Kusuman district. This supports the idea that a critical mass of speakers (e.g. 
growing population) is necessary toward language vitality.

Annual So festivals are held in Sakon Nakhon and Nakhon Phanom provinces. There is 
also a Thai So museum in Kusuman. The annual festivals and museum suggest a sense of 
identity, pride, and social cohesion. There is also interest in seeing the So language 
continue as there is an orthography committee that is helping guide language 
development.

According to Gainey (1985) and Migliazza (2003), the dialect considered by most So to 
be the prestige dialect is the Kusuman dialect. For this survey, the team realised that 
using “Kusuman” to describe the prestige dialect was too generic as it could be 
interpreted as Kusuman town or province. The team decided to refer to a specific village, 
Photi Phaisan, to represent the prestige dialect for So. The Photi Phaisan dialect is 
currently used in language development activities.

 2  Purpose and goals
The purpose of this survey was to assess the need for further vernacular literature 
development among So speakers in Northeastern Thailand. To this end, the team hoped to 
evaluate the language vitality of So and the potential to use materials in a related variety 
(Photi Phaisan) or a language of wider communication (CT or Isan4).

The survey goals and associated research questions are:

Goal 1: Evaluate the potential for So speakers in Northeastern Thailand to use materials 
in CT or Isan.
Research Question 1: Do So speakers master CT or Isan adequately?
Research Question 2: What are the attitudes of So speakers toward CT or Isan (positive, 
neutral, negative)?

Goal 2: Evaluate the potential for So speakers in Northeastern Thailand to use materials 
currently being developed in Kusuman.

4 Many of the interviewees used the term “Lao”, but we will use the term Isan throughout this report.
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Research Question 1: Do So speakers adequately comprehend the Photi Phaisan dialect?
Research Question 2: What are the attitudes of So speakers toward the Photi Phaisan 
dialect (positive, neutral, negative)?

For goals 1 and 2, adequate mastery and positive attitudes toward CT, Isan, or the 
Kusuman variety would indicate the potential for So speakers to use materials which 
have already been developed. Therefore, further language development would not be 
needed. Conversely, lack of mastery or negative attitudes could mean obstacles (ability or 
attitudes) to So speakers using materials in other languages. Further consideration would 
be needed to decide on appropriate language development for these So speakers (e.g. 
separate projects or bridging materials).

Goal 3: Evaluate the vitality of So varieties in Northeastern Thailand.
Research Question 1: Does it appear likely that the So variety will continue to be spoken 
by future generations?

For goal 3, a So variety that will continue to be spoken by future generations would 
suggest strong vitality. This would be a factor in determining if a separate language 
development project is needed for that particular variety. A variety with low vitality (i.e. 
few speakers in the future) would mean that developing materials in this variety may not 
be practical since the materials may not be as widely used.

 3  Methodology
 3.1  Site selection
Survey sites were selected based on a list of So villages provided by Markowski (see 
Appendix A on page 61). Villages were grouped based on geography and individual sites 
selected from each of these groups. It is assumed that speech varieties or dialects will not 
be much different between villages in a group. Grouping the villages geographically 
helped evaluate if distances between So villages influenced dialect perceptions. Villages 
were selected as survey sites based on:

1. distance from Kusuman – to evaluate comprehension or attitudes with the 
Kusuman variety,

2. proximity to a main road – to evaluate language vitality and bilingualism5, and
3. population size – to evaluate language vitality.

Table 8 shows the list of villages surveyed.

5 Nearness to a main road will be taken as indicative of the village's level of isolation which in turn will 
be used to measure bilingual proficiency in CT or Isan.
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Village 
group

Village (Province) Description

A Photi Phaisan (Sakon Nakhon) Close to Kusuman town and considered the prestige dialect

A1 Noi Siwilai (Nakhon Phanom) Close to Kusuman town but not near a main road

B Nong Nang Leung (Nakhon 
Phanom)

Mid-distance from Kusuman town with a big population

C Na Tao (Nakhon Phanom) Far from Kusuman town with a small population

D Don Yang (Nakhon Phanom) Far from Kusuman town with a small population and also 
not near a main road

E Kham Toey (Nakhon Phanom) Far from Kusuman town but with a big population

Table 8: List of villages surveyed including pilot test site

A map of the area is available in Appendix E on page 72.

 3.2  Instruments
The team collected word lists (WL) and conducted sociolinguistic questionnaires (SLQ) 
in each of the villages.

 3.2.1  Sociolinguistic questionnaire
Two kinds of questionnaires were used in this survey: a knowledgeable insider SLQ 
(KSLQ) and individual SLQs (ISLQ).

In each village, the KSLQ was used with the village leader. The kinds of information 
gathered related to the general sociolinguistic situation in the village (e.g. population, 
demographics, history, ethnonyms, languages spoken, etc.). After completing the KSLQ, 
the team proceeded to administer the ISLQs to selected individuals in each village.

For the SLQs and WLs, the team used the following screening criteria to ensure that the 
information obtained was relevant. The subjects:

1. were born in and grew up in the village,
2. had not lived away from the village for a significant amount of time6,
3. spoke the village variety as their first and best language,
4. had at least one parent come from the same village that is being surveyed, and
5. had at least one parent speaking the same variety as the subject.

 3.2.2  Subject selection

6 It is difficult to define a specific time period as being “a significant amount of time”. The team 
eventually decided on “not having lived more than 20% of their life away from the village” to reflect “a 
significant amount of time”.
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The survey team used quota sampling to conduct the ISLQ's. We did not anticipate being 
able to use random sampling because of difficulty in obtaining sampling frames. The 
sample in table 9 was used.

Sample size by strata Age TOTAL

15-30 30+

Gender Female 3 3 6

Male 3 3 6

TOTAL 6 6 12

Table 9: Stratification for the Quota sampling used to select subjects

The sampling stratification results in four strata showing distinctions between gender and 
age. The team's goal was to find 3 people for each strata, resulting in a total of 12 people 
we aimed to interview in each village. In reality, the team interviewed more than 12 
people in each village to fulfill the sampling frame as there were cases where 
interviewees were disqualified because of not meeting the screening criteria.

 3.2.3  Word lists
The survey team originally planned to use the standard MSEAG 434-item WL and a 
weighted7 118-item WL. The 118-item WL was to be used in villages mentioned as 
speaking the same So variety (this information was to be obtained from the dialect 
perceptions portion of the ISLQs). The elicited 118 WL items would then be compared 
roughly with those from earlier villages. A threshold of 95% words having phonetic 
nearness (differ by one or less phonological feature) was to be applied to decide if the 
longer 434-item WL would be collected (i.e. if less than 95% of the words in the 118-
item WL were similar, the team would then proceed to collect the full 434-item WL). The 
434-item WL was to be used directly in places which were mentioned as speaking a So 
variety very different from the rest of the villages.

In practice, the team used a modified8 117-item WL in each of the five villages. The team 
decided on the shorter WL because we expected the length to be sufficient to answer the 
relevant research question. The team decided that collecting a longer WL would have 
added significant time without significant value toward answering the research question.

The longer 434-item WL was only used once, during the pilot test in Photi Phaisan. Since 
there were few significant changes necessitated by the pilot testing, the Photi Phaisan 
data was also included in the analysis of lexical comparisons with the other five villages.

The survey team transcribed the So variety into International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA) 

7 Word list items here are chosen based on having an assigned weight of 3 or more. Weights are assigned 
based on the frequency of appearance as found in the MSEAG word list, Swadesh 210-item word list, 
and Matisoff 209-item word list. Higher-weighted words provide a better range for comparative 
analysis.

8 The 117-item word list removed one item (#17 stick) from the original 118-item list after the pilot test 
because it was felt that there was no Thai word that could accurately and easily elicit the So word.
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2005. The language of elicitation was CT. After transcribing the speech variety, the words 
were recorded using a mini-disc recorder. Each word was spoken in English once, 
followed by a CT translation once, and finally the So variety three times. The entire 
process took 2-3 hours on average.
 3.3  Fieldwork timeline
Originally, the team estimated each village would require 5 days of fieldwork. Taking 
into account five village locations, the team expected fieldwork would take 4-5 weeks in 
total.

In reality, the fieldwork lasted 11 days, with each village requiring 2 days to collect the 
WL and conduct SLQs. Table 10 shows a general timeline of the actual fieldwork.

Day Day of week Date Activity Village

1-2 Tuesday-
Wednesday

23-24 Sept Met district leader to explain survey purpose 
and obtain permission.
Travel to village. Conducted KSLQ.
Collected WL.
Conducted ISLQs.

Noi Siwilai

2-4 Wednesday-
Friday

24-26 Sept Travel to village.
Conducted KSLQ.
Collected WL.
Conducted ISLQs.

Nong Nang 
Leung

4-5 Friday-Saturday 26-27 Sept Travel to village.
Conducted KSLQ.
Collected WL.
Conducted ISLQs.

Don Yang

6 Sunday 28 Sept Rest. N/A

7 Monday 29 Sept Conducted ISLQs. Don Yang

7-9 Monday-
Wednesday

29 Sept-1 
Oct

Travel to village.
Conducted KSLQ.
Collected WL.
Conducted ISLQs.

Kham Toey

9-11 Wednesday-
Friday

1-3 Oct Travel to village.
Conducted KSLQ.
Collected WL.
Conducted ISLQs.

Na Tao

Table 10: Fieldwork timeline

 3.4  Analysis
The WL data was analysed using a modified Blair type method (Nahhas and Mann 2007). 
For some of the significant modifications, see Mann and Markowski (2005:30-32). Using 
this method, word-items from each village are compared on a phone by phone basis. 
These phones are then assigned to one of three specific categories (1, 2, or 3) which 
represent a scale of phonetic similarity. A pre-determined set of critera is used to decide if 
segment pairs are phonetically similar or not. Once all phone pairs have been categorized, 
they are measured against Blair's rule which states that:
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“Two word-items are judged phonetically similar if:
At least 50% of the segments compared are in category 1 

AND
At least 75% of the segments compared are in category 1 and category 2

See Appendix B (page 66) for a fuller explanation with examples.

The team assumed a threshold score of 70% lexical similarity to deduce intelligibility. 
Speech varieties with lexical scores below 70% are assumed as lacking appreciable 
intelligibility. Scores above 70% will require intelligibility testing using Recorded Text 
Testing (RTT). The lexical percentages are used to indicate lexical relationships between 
speech varieties and provide a rough metric for grouping.

The SLQ data has been assessed qualitatively and quantitatively. The qualitative analysis 
involves data coding in the spreadsheet. Responses have been examined and categorized 
to enable clearer comparisons. For example, attitude questions such as “How do you feel 
about your children speaking So” may yield responses such as  “proud”, “good”, or “they 
should since they are So”. As a whole, these responses would then be categorized as 
“positive”, since each of them imply similar semantic content of positive attitudes toward 
So.

The quantitative aspect of analysis takes the codified data and tabulates them. The tables 
are then used to illustrate and explain patterns in language use (comprehension and 
mastery of other speech varieties), attitudes, and language vitality.

Each of the SLQ questions relates to a certain concept (e.g. bilingual proficiency, 
linguistic relatedness, children's proficiency etc.) that answers the survey research 
questions. Each research question may have more than one concept. A list of the 
concepts, and the corresponding tools that help answer the research questions, is found in 
table 11.
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Goal Research question Concepts Tool

#1 Potential to use CT 
or Isan

Adequate mastery of CT 
or Isan?

Bilingual proficiency KSLQ Q#34; Q#35-Q#38
ISLQ Q#23; Q#28-Q#33

Domains of language use ISLQ Q#26; Q#37-Q#38; 
Q#39

Subject demographics ISLQ Q#22

Languages and ethnic 
groups

KLSQ Q#35-Q#38; Q#39; 
Q#40; Q#41

Attitudes to CT or Isan? Ethnolinguistic identity ISLQ Q#27

Language attitudes ISLQ Q#43; Q#44

#2 Potential to use 
materials developed 
using Photi Phaisan 
variety

Adequate comprehension 
of Photi Phaisan variety?

Linguistic relatedness WL

Comprehension ISLQ Q#34 & Q#36; 
Q#63 & Q#65 & Q#68 & 
Q#70
Observation

Attitudes to Photi Phaisan 
variety?

Language attitudes ISLQ Q#45; Q#71

#3 Evaluate language 
vitality

Will So be used in future 
generations?

Children's proficiency KSLQ Q#42 & Q#43
ISLQ Q#40; Q#41; Q#42

Bilingual proficiency KSLQ Q#36
ISLQ Q#21 & Q#23; 
Q#24 (d), (e), (f); Q#28-
Q#33

Domains of language use KSLQ Q#44-Q#51
ISLQ Q#26; Q#37-Q#38; 
Q#39

Ethnolinguistic makeup of 
village

KSLQ Q#28 & Q#29

Contact KSLQ Q#42 & Q#43; 
Q#52; Q#53

Geographical distribution Map

Population KSLQ Q#30

Educational policy KSLQ Q#32 & Q#33

Language attitudes ISLQ Q#38; Q#40; Q#46; 
Q#47; Q#48; Q#53; 
Q#54; Q#55

Ethnolinguistic identity ISLQ Q#27; Q#48

Table 11: Goals and research questions related back to the concepts and tools that help answer them
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 4  Results
In each of the five villages, the team collected a 117-item WL and conducted one KLSQ 
with the village leader. The team approached a total of 74 individuals for ISLQs. 14 
interviewees were screened out leaving 60 interviewees, which fulfilled the required 
sampling frame.

Two-thirds of our interviewees were married. All except for two interviewees were 
educated up to primary 4 level. All were born, grew up and are currently living in the 
same village. Only seven interviewees came from mixed marriage backgrounds. Of these, 
five had an Isan parent; one each had a Kaleung and a Central Thai parent respectively.

The following results relate directly to the survey goals and research questions.

 4.1  Mastery of CT or Isan
 4.1.1  Concept: bilingual proficiency

Education level (KSLQ)
Table 12 shows that So children obtain at least 9 years of formal education, where the 
language of instruction is always CT.

Village Q#32 (b) Q#33 (d) Q#34

Language of 
instruction (school in 

village)

Language of 
instruction in schools 

outside the village

Number of education 
years usually 

completed

Noi Siwilai CT CT M3

Nong Nang Leung CT CT M3

Don Yang CT CT M3

Kham Toey CT CT M3

Na Tao CT CT M6

Table 12: Levels of formal education that children usually attain

Inference from table 12: The younger generation appear to have fairly extensive exposure 
(minimum 9 years) to CT through the national education system. Proficiency in CT 
would likely be fairly high.

Languages of wider communication (KSLQ)
All the villages mentioned at least CT or Isan as one of the languages spoken in the 
village, while Kaleung and Yaw were also mentioned. Kaleung and Yaw are languages of 
other minority groups in the vicinity.
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Only Nong Nang Leung listed both CT and Isan as languages spoken in their village. 
Nong Nang Leung was the only village with a LWC spoken well across all generations. 
The remaining four villages stated that the older people spoke the LWC in their 
respective villages poorly.

Noi Siwilai, Kham Toey, and Na Tao did not have a LWC as the second most used 
language after So. In fact, Noi Siwilai did not even have a LWC as the third most used 
language. Table 13 captures the data for LWCs used in the villages and the population's 
proficiency in them.

Village Q#35 Q#36 (a) Q#36 (b) Q#37 Q#38

Non-So langs 
spoken

People who 
speak non-So 

well

People who 
speak non-So 

poorly

Non-So lang 
most used

Non-So lang 2nd 
most used

Noi Siwilai Kaleung, CT, 
Isan, Yaw 

Kaleung & 
Yaw: Kaleung 
& Yaw who 
marry into the 
village
CT: all So9

Isan: not asked

Kaleung & 
Yaw: ethnic So
CT: older 
people
Isan: not asked

Yaw & Kaleung Not asked

Nong Nang 
Leung

Isan, CT, Yaw Isan: younger 
ones
CT: everybody 
Yaw: Yaw who 
marry into the 
village

Isan: very old 
people
CT: nobody
Yaw: the So 
people

Isan Yaw

Don Yang Isan younger 
generation

older people Isan none

Kham Toey Yaw younger 
generation

older people 
(only use So)

Yaw CT10

Na Tao Yaw, Isan Yaw & Isan: 
younger 
generation

Yaw & Isan: 
older generation

Yaw Isan

Table 13: KSLQ responses about LWCs and reported proficiency in them

Inference from table 13: CT is not commonly spoken in all villages, but where it is 
spoken it appears that CT can be used by all sections of the population. Isan appears to be 
more common, but the older generation seem to speak it poorly.

Subject demographics (ISLQ)
Table 7 (page 10) shows 81% of the ISLQ respondents indicated either Isan or CT as 
their second best language. Table 14 shows a matrix of second best languages and third 

9 Taking into consideration the subsequent question asking about “poor CT speakers”, this answer 
probably means “all So except older people”.

10 Not mentioned when we asked for Q#35. We did not ask which groups spoke CT well or poorly because 
of the question ordering (CT was only mentioned later at Q#38).
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best languages. The matrix tells us that all 60 ISLQ respondents mentioned either Isan or 
CT as a language spoken with a minimum proficiency of “third best language” i.e. 100% 
of the interviewees said they could speak either Isan or CT at the very least as their third 
best language. As a second best language, Isan appears to have more speakers than CT.

2nd best language 3rd best language

CT English Isan Kaleung none Yaw

CT — 1 9.5 1 2 3.5

Isan 24.5 1 — — 5 3

Yaw 3.5 — 6 — — —

Table 14: ISLQ responses edited into a matrix showing second best spoken language versus third best 
spoken language11

Inference from table 14: At the very least, all the So can speak either Isan or CT as their 
third best language. More So people speak Isan more proficiently than CT.

Self reported bilingual proficiency evaluation (ISLQ)
One hundred percent (100%) of ISLQ respondents said they could use Isan or CT to buy 
things, which reflects an ability to use LWC in one of the most basic functions. Taking 
questions 29, 30, and 31 as a group showing higher levels of proficiency, we still find a 
high percentage of So who can use Isan or CT in these social and functional settings. 
However, more than half of the interviewees admitted they could not speak Isan or CT as 
quick as or as well as a native speaker. See table 15.

Village Q#28 Q#29 Q#30 Q#31 Q#32 Q#33

Buy 
things 

in LWC

Talk about family in 
LWC

Repeat LWC 
conversation 

in So

Explain work 
in LWC to 

LWC person

Speak LWC 
as fast as 

native speaker

Speak LWC 
as well as 

native speaker

Yes -don't 
know

No Yes No Yes No Yes No Yes No Yes

Don Yang 100% 0% 8% 92% 0% 100% 8% 92% 67% 33% 67% 33%

Kham Toey 100% 8% 0% 92% 8% 92% 0% 100% 50% 50% 50% 50%

Na Tao 100% 0% 0% 100% 0% 100% 0% 100% 75% 25% 67% 33%

Noi Siwilai 100% 0% 8% 92% 17% 83% 8% 92% 42% 58% 50% 50%

Nong Nang 
Leung

100% 0% 0% 100% 8% 92% 8% 92% 50% 50% 50% 50%

AVERAGE 100% 2% 3% 95% 7% 93% 5% 95% 57% 43% 57% 43%

Table 15: ISLQ responses to self-reported bilingual proficiency

11 Decimal numbers of .5 indicate an interviewee who responded with two languages of equal proficiency. 
The count for those two languages was then split evenly between their individual parts (See Nahhas 
2007:99).
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Inference from table 15: Most So (>90%) appear to have sufficient proficiency in using 
Isan or CT at some level of practical daily life (e.g. market place conversation, 
occupational conversation). However, less than 50% of the So could say they speak Isan 
or CT as well as a native speaker.

Bilingual proficiency by gender and age group (ISLQ)
No significant differences to bilingual proficiency were noted between gender or age 
(tables 16 and 17).

Gender 
(M/F)

Q#28 Q#29 Q#30 Q#31 Q#32 Q#33

Buy 
things 

in LWC

Talk about family 
in LWC

Repeat LWC 
conversation 

in So

Explain work 
in LWC to 

LWC person

Speak LWC as 
fast as native 

speaker

Speak LWC as 
well as native 

speaker

Yes -
don't 
know

No Yes No Yes No Yes No Yes No Yes

F 30 1 1 28 — 30 3 27 18 12 16 14

M 30 — 1 29 4 26 — 30 16 14 18 12

TOTAL 60 1 2 57 4 56 3 57 34 26 34 26

Table 16: ISLQ responses to self-reported bilingual proficiency by gender

Young/
Old

Q#28 Q#29 Q#30 Q#31 Q#32 Q#33

Buy 
things in 

LWC

Talk about family in 
LWC

Repeat LWC 
conversation 

in So

Explain work 
in LWC to 

LWC person

Speak LWC 
as fast as 

native speaker

Speak LWC 
as well as 

native speaker

Yes -don't 
know

No Yes No Yes No Yes No Yes No Yes

Old 30 1 1 28 1 29 3 27 17 13 15 15

Young 30 — 1 29 3 27 — 30 17 13 19 11

TOTAL 60 1 2 57 4 56 3 57 34 26 34 26

Table 17: ISLQ responses to self-reported bilingual proficiency by age

 4.1.2  Concept: languages and ethnic groups

Communities where So is lost, poor So speakers, and monolingual So speakers (KSLQ)
All villages, except Na Tao, reported no ethnic So had stopped speaking the language. 
Further questioning in Na Tao indicated only one So person who did not speak So 
anymore. A few other ISLQ respondents supported this. Apparently, this one So person 
prefers to speak in Isan or Yaw. Counting this one person as an exception to the norm, it 
could then be said that no villages have ethnic So not speaking So anymore.
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None of the villages reported any members of their So community who spoke So poorly.

Only one village reported certain sections of the community as being monolingual in So; 
Noi Siwilai interviewees claimed that some older So people in the village could speak 
only their mother tongue. Table 18 shows the use of So in each village.

Village Q#39 Q#39 (a) Q#39 (b) Q#40 Q#41 Q#41 (a)

Any So not 
speaking So 
anymore?

How many 
non-So-

speaking So

Languages 
spoken by 
non-So-

speaking So

Any So who 
speak So 
poorly?

Any people 
who speak 
only So?

People who 
speak only So

Noi Siwilai No - not asked - - not asked - No Yes Older people

Nong Nang 
Leung

No - not asked - - not asked - No No more Everybody 
can speak 
another 
language 
other than So

Don Yang No - not asked - - not asked - No No, all can 
speak a 
second 
language

- not asked -

Kham Toey No - not asked - - not asked - No No, all can 
speak a 
second 
language

- not asked -

Na Tao Yes 1 person in 
the village

Isan No No, all can 
speak more 
than 1 
language 
besides So

- not asked -

Table 18: KSLQ responses on ethnic So who don't speak the So language, poor So speakers, and 
monolingual So speakers

Inference from table 18: Most So in this area (except older people in Noi Siwilai) can 
speak at least one other language besides their mother tongue to a certain extent.

 4.1.3  Concept: domains of language use

Language choice in domains (ISLQ)
Appendix C (page 70) shows the reported domains of language use. Within the home 
domain, So is used the most. Whenever a non-So language is used in conversation in the 
home domain, it is either Isan or Yaw. Within the domains of socializing between friends 
or at the market place, So is almost always used with other ethnic So. When speaking 
with non-So people, the preferred language of communication seems to be Isan, followed 
by Yaw and CT. Isan and CT are reported to be used equally when conversations involve 
a government worker. CT is used the most when students speak with their teachers.
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Inference from Appendix C: In domains closer to home or likely to involve other So 
people or kin (e.g. funerals, village meetings, and spirit ceremonies), the mother tongue is 
used for the most part. In this region, Isan appears to be the LWC of choice over CT 
when it involves a less formal social domain such as speaking with non-So friends or 
visiting the market. When the social setting is more formal (e.g. government business, 
education), Isan and CT are used equally.

Children's first language and language of play (ISLQ)
All of the interviewees, except those from Nong Nang Leung, said that the children speak 
only So as their first language. In Nong Nang Leung, 3/12 (25%) of the ISLQ 
respondents said Isan alone was the children's first language (table 19).

Respondents from Don Yang, Kham Toey, and Na Tao mentioned So as part of the 
children's language play, if not the only language used. In Noi Siwilai, there was one 
response indicating CT as the children's only language of play. In Nong Nang Leung, 
25% of the ISLQ respondents indicated children used only Isan when playing together.

Village Q#37 Q#38

Children's first language Children's language of play

Isan So So & 
Isan

-didn't 
answer

CT Isan So So & 
CT

So & 
Isan

So, 
Isan & 

CT

Don Yang — 12 — — — — 11 1 — —

Kham Toey — 12 — — — — 12 — — —

Na Tao — 12 — — — — 8 2 1 1

Noi Siwilai — 12 — — 1 — 8 2 1 —

Nong Nang 
Leung

3 7 2 1 3 4 — 4 —

Table 19: ISLQ responses showing children's first language and their language of play

Inference from table 19: More children in Nong Nang Leung, than other villages, learn a 
LWC as their first language or speak it exclusively during play. This might suggest higher 
LWC proficiency among the younger generation in Nong Nang Leung than other villages. 
For the other four villages, it seems that children are mostly monolingual when beginning 
to speak, but as they interact more, they begin to pick up other languages. Isan, rather 
than CT, seems to be learned by more children; the ratio of Isan to CT as part of the 
children's language of play is 10:7.

Children learning non-So languages before school (ISLQ)
Table 20 shows the majority of children (75%) in Don Yang as monolingual in So before 
entering school. ISLQ respondents from Kham Toey, Na Tao, and Noi Siwilai indicated 
half of the children's population in these villages had learned a non-So language before 
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they went to school. Nong Nang Leung said only 25% of the children's population were 
monolingual in So before they entered school.
The non-So languages learned almost always included Isan or CT. Isan was reported 
more widely learned by the children i.e. a total of 25 respondents included Isan as a non-
So language learned by the children as opposed to 9 respondents only for CT.

Village Q#39

Children's non-So languages learned before entering school

None (only So) CT CT & Yaw Isan Isan & CT Isan & Yaw Yaw

Don Yang 9 1 — 1 1 — —

Kham Toey 6 — 2 — 1 2 1

Na Tao 6 — — 3 2 1 —

Noi Siwilai 6 — — 5 1 — —

Nong Nang Leung 3 1 — 8 — — —

TOTAL 30 2 2 17 5 3 1

Table 20: ISLQ responses showing children's languages learned before entering school

Inference from table 20: On average, it appears half of the children learn a non-So 
language before they enter school. Among the villages, Nong Nang Leung seems to have 
higher rates of children who are proficient in a language other than their mother tongue 
before school-going age. Isan seems to be the language that is more widely used than CT 
as more children seem to learn it12.

 4.1.4  Concept: subject demographics

Ability to speak LWC (ISLQ)
Table 14 (page 20) shows all So are proficient in either Isan or CT at least up to the level 
of “third best language”.

Inference from table 14: At the very least, all the So can speak either Isan or CT as their 
third best language, reflecting some level of proficiency.

 4.2  Attitudes toward CT or Isan
 4.2.1  Concept: ethnolinguistic identity

Choice of ethnolinguistic identity
The majority (>80%) of ISLQ respondents indicate So as their primary ethnic identity. 
When the response was a non-So identity, more people mentioned Thai over Isan as their 
primary identity (table 21).

12 This assumes the children are learning non-So from their surroundings, e.g. observing and mimicking 
adult speech.
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Village Q#27

Ethnolinguistic identity

So So (first)13 Thai Isan

Don Yang 11 — — 1

Kham Toey 8 1 2 1

Na Tao 8 — 3 1

Noi Siwilai 9 1 2 —

Nong Nang Leung 9 2 — 1

TOTAL 45 4 7 4

Table 21: ISLQ responses on primary ethnic identity

Inference from table 21: If Thai and Isan ethnic identities could be paralleled with CT 
speakers and Isan speakers respectively, the data suggests only a few So have clear 
positive attitudes toward CT or Isan. However, it cannot be said that So attitudes toward 
CT or Isan are negative. At best, So attitudes might be described as neutral. Based on this 
ethnic identity-language parallel, it might also be said that So people are more inclined 
toward CT than Isan.

 4.2.2  Concept: language attitudes

Children speaking LWC at home (ISLQ)
There were no reported negative So attitudes toward the children using CT at home. At 
worst, the So responded with a sense of ambivalence. About 40% clearly indicated 
positive attitudes toward CT (table 22).

Village Q#43 Q#43 (a)

Children speak CT at home? Attitudes to CT 

N Y TOTAL Neutral Positive TOTAL

Don Yang 80% 20% 100% 80% 20% 100%

Kham Toey 14% 86% 100% 67% 33% 100%

Na Tao 40% 60% 100% 40% 60% 100%

Noi Siwilai 33% 67% 100% 50% 50% 100%

Nong Nang Leung 0% 100% 100% 60% 40% 100%

TOTAL 32% 68% 100% 59% 41% 100%

Table 22: ISLQ responses about attitudes toward children's use of CT at home

13 “So (first)” responses are when the interviewee answered initially with “So”, but when presented with 
other choices, they chose answered other ethnic identities as well; without rejecting or withdrawing 
their earlier admission of So being the primary identity.
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Thirteen percent (13%) of the ISLQ respondents reflected some negative bias toward 
children using Isan at home. The remaining responses were evenly split between positive 
and neutral (table 23).

Village Q#43 Q#43 (a)

Children speak Isan at home? Attitudes to  Isan

N Y TOTAL Negative Neutral Positive TOTAL

Don Yang 50% 50% 100% 17% 67% 17% 100%

Kham Toey 25% 75% 100% 0% 38% 63% 100%

Na Tao 60% 40% 100% 40% 20% 40% 100%

Noi Siwilai 17% 83% 100% 0% 33% 67% 100%

Nong Nang Leung 14% 86% 100% 14% 71% 14% 100%

TOTAL 31% 69% 100% 13% 47% 41% 100%

Table 23: ISLQ responses about attitudes toward children's use of Isan at home

On average, positive attitudes toward both CT and Isan appear evenly balanced at 41%. 
The range in positive attitudes toward Isan (17%-67%) is very similar to CT (20%-60%). 
Na Tao has the highest percentage of negative attitudes toward Isan (40%).

The actual count for negative attitudes to Isan is four ISLQ responses (table 24). On 
closer inspection, the reasons given relate to “So being expected to speak So” and “a 
desire to preserve So”. The reasons could be interpreted to cover attitudes toward any 
non-So languages. One respondent implied that the children should speak nothing else in 
the house but So. However, this expected exclusive use of So does not extend to CT as 
can be seen from the favorable response toward CT.

Q#43 Q#43 (a) Q#43 (b)

Children speak 
CT at home?

Children speak 
Isan at home?

Feelings to 
children 

speaking CT

Feelings to 
children 

speaking  Isan

Reasons for 
feelings about 

CT

Reasons for 
feelings about 

Isan

Yes Yes Want them to 
know all 
languages

Not so good Want them to 
know all 
languages

In the house, 
they should 
speak So

-not available No -not asked Good -not available Won't forget So 
language

Yes No Happy Proud Able to speak 
all languages

Using just So

No No They're So, so 
will speak So

Happy -not asked They're So, so 
they speak So

Table 24: ISLQ responses showing reasons given for negative attitudes toward Isan, based on children's use 
of Isan at home
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Inference from tables 23 and 24: The So do not seem to have any negative attitudes 
toward CT. About 13% of the applicable ISLQ respondents indicated a negative attitude 
toward Isan. The reasons for negative attitudes seem to be based on a sense of ethnic 
identity (i.e. “So should speak So”) and a desire to preserve the So language. However, 
the same reasons were apparently not applicable to CT. CT may have a better level of 
acceptance than Isan.

Intermarriage (ISLQ)
Very few So interviewees felt that marrying a LWC-speaking person (Isan or Thai) was 
unwelcome. Only 2/58 (3%) respondents reflected a negative attitude toward marrying a 
Thai/Isan person (table 25).

Village Q#44

Attitudes to marrying LWC speaking person

Negative Neutral Positive

Don Yang 2 1 9

Kham Toey — — 10

Na Tao — 1 11

Noi Siwilai — 2 10

Nong Nang Leung — 1 11

TOTAL 2 5 51

Table 25: ISLQ responses about attitudes toward So marrying a Thai or Isan person

Of the two negative responses, one interviewee said the reason was because of the 
different ethnicities. Another said that a So marrying a LWC-speaking person would live 
further away, making it more difficult to maintain contact with the children.

Inference from table 25: The majority of So seem positive toward intermarriage with a 
LWC-speaking person. This could suggest a positive bias toward CT and Isan.

 4.3  Comprehension of the Photi Phaisan dialect
 4.3.1  Concept: linguistic relatedness

Lexical comparison (WL)
The lexical similarity percentages between all villages were above 90%. The percentages 
by themselves do not prove intelligibility between the varieties, but they indicate that 
inherent intelligibility cannot be ruled out on the basis of lexical similarity.

High lexical similarity percentages (>95%) are shared between Noi Siwilai, Kham Toey, 
Na Tao, and Don Yang (figure 9).
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Noi Siwilai

97% Kham Toey

96% 97% Na Tao

96% 97% 97% Don Yang

92% 93% 94% 97% Nong Nang 
Leung

92% 91% 94% 93% 92% Photi Phaisan

Figure 9: Lexical similarity percentages for all six villages

Using cutoffs of 93% and 95%, we can draw lexical similarity groupings showing the 
relationships between each variety (figure 10)

Inference from figure 10: The groupings indicate Photi Phaisan and Nong Nang Leung 
varieties as more lexically different than the other So varieties. Noi Siwilai, Kham Toey, 
Don Yang, and Na Tao appear to share more lexical similarities. Don Yang and Na Tao 
varieties also appear to be the most central varieties based on lexical comparison.

 4.3.2  Concept: comprehension

Language use with Photi Phaisan people (ISLQ)
Of the 46 interviewees who had spoken with So from Photi Phaisan, 45 said they 
communicated using So. Only one person used a non-So (Yaw) language for 
communication. Upon closer inspection, this interviewee might have misunderstood the 
question because the reason given for using Yaw was to communicate with Yaw relatives 
living in Photi Phaisan.

There were 35/45 (78%) ISLQ respondents saying they could use their local So variety to 
communicate with So from Photi Phaisan. Only one person said she would use the Photi 
Phaisan variety exclusively when speaking with So from Photi Phaisan (table 26).
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Village Q#34 (b) TOTAL

So variety used

Local & Photi Phaisan variety14 Local village variety Photi Phaisan variety

Don Yang — 7 1 8

Kham Toey 2 4 — 6

Na Tao 1 8 — 9

Noi Siwilai 4 6 — 10

Nong Nang Leung 2 10 — 12

TOTAL 9 35 1 45

Table 26: ISLQ responses showing the So variety used when speaking to So people from Photi Phaisan

Nine of forty five (20%) respondents said that both the local and Photi Phaisan variety 
could or were used during conversation. Six of these responses were along the lines of 
“both varieties are the same”. Two respondents mentioned the local and Photi Phaisan 
variety being used interchangeably during conversation. One respondent said that each 
speaker would use their own variety to speak and still be able to understand one another. 
See table 27.

14 This category includes responses which said or implied both varieties were used.
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Q#34 (b) Q#34 (c) Q#34 (c) (i) Q#36 Q#36 (a)

Kind of So spoken Have to change 
style of speaking 

So?

Change how? Level of 
understanding Photi 

Phaisan So

Differences in Photi 
Phaisan  So & local 

village So

“it's the same” -not asked -not asked (1) everything -not asked

“speak same 
language”

no need -not asked (1) everything -not asked

“it's the same” change some words some words (1) everything -not asked

“it's the same” no need -not asked (1) everything -not asked

each will speak his 
own variety and can 
still understand 
each other

Yes words (2) most things 
~90%

“not so different”

“it's the same” some times some older words 
are used in P.P. 
Variety

(2) most things “not so different”

both varieties – 
Kham Toey & Photi 
Phaisan

Yes some vocabulary (2) most things; 
“can hear most 
things if listen 
carefully”

“it's the same”

both varieties – 
Kham Toey & Photi 
Phaisan

Yes accents on words (1) everything -not asked

“it's the same” Yes sometimes accent (2) most things the sounds & tones 
[siang thum, siang 
laem; “ne ne”]

Table 27: Actual ISLQ responses from the nine interviewees that were grouped “Local & Photi Phaisan 
variety” shown in table 26

Inference from tables 26 and 27: Most So interviewed (~98%) indicated that they are able 
to use their local So village variety to communicate with So speakers using the Photi 
Phaisan variety. Most Photi Phaisan speakers may be able to understand the surrounding 
So varieties in the region.

No So said they could not understand the Photi Phaisan variety. The majority of 
interviewees (82%) said they could understand “everything” or “most things” from Photi 
Phaisan So. The remaining (18%) ISLQ respondents mentioned they could at least 
understand “some things” from Photi Phaisan So (table 28).
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Village Q#36 TOTAL

Level of understanding Photi Phaisan So

(1) everything (2) most things (3) some things

Don Yang 7 1 2 10

Kham Toey 5 2 — 7

Na Tao 5 3 3 11

Noi Siwilai 6 4 1 11

Nong Nang Leung 4 5 3 12

TOTAL 27 15 9 51

Percentage 53% 29% 18% 100%

Table 28: ISLQ responses to level of understanding the Photi Phaisan variety of So

It may be worth noting that among the villages, the fewest number of respondents 
indicating they could “understand everything” were from Nong Nang Leung village.

The interviewees that indicated they could only understand “most or some things” mostly 
mentioned differences in “words” (spoken or used to call things) or “vocabulary”. Other 
differences mentioned involved the sounds and accents. Three respondents mentioned 
attitudes; they said that the Photi Phaisan variety of So is older/purer or more original 
than their local village variety (table 29).

Q#36 (a) Q#36

Differences in Photi Phaisan So & local village 
So

Level of understanding Photi Phaisan So

(2) most 
things

(3) some 
things

TOTAL

Accents & sounds — 2 2

Photi Phaisan variety older/ original/ purer 2 1 3

Sounds, tones 1 — 1

Sounds, words 1 — 1

Vocabulary 1 1 2

Vocabulary, words 1 1 2

Words 3 3 6

TOTAL 9 8 17

Table 29: ISLQ responses about differences between Photi Phaisan and the local village So (measured 
against the level of understanding Photi Phaisan So)

Inference from tables 28 and 29: Most So may be able to understand the Photi Phaisan 
variety of So without difficulty i.e. they can  either understand everything or most things 
when hearing Photi Phaisan So. Nong Nang Leung may have a smaller percentage of its 
population who can easily understand the Photi Phaisan So variety.
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Dialect perceptions (ISLQ)
From the dialect perceptions responses, only data that make mention of Photi Phaisan 
have been analysed with regards to comprehension of the So variety in Photi Phaisan. 
Eight ISLQ respondents mentioned Photi Phaisan So as speaking the same with the local 
village variety. Five other respondents mentioned Photi Phaisan So as “a little different” 
from the local village variety. No respondents mentioned Photi Phaisan So as “very 
different”.

The five respondents that mentioned Photi Phaisan So as “a little different” from the local 
village variety indicated there was no difficulty in hearing and understanding the Photi 
Phaisan variety of So (table 30).

Q#58 Q#65 Q#65 (a)

Villages that speak a little 
different

Level of understanding So from 
villages that speak a little different

Differences in So between local 
variety and villages that speak a 

little different

Kutsakoi, Phon Phaeng, Photi 
Phaisan, Kut Hu, Nong Hoy

(2) most things “not different”

Photi Phaisan (2) most things (almost 
everything)

“some words only”

Photi Phaisan, Ban Bong, Phon 
Thum

(1) everything “different in some words”

Photi Phaisan, Kutsagoi, Phon 
Phaeng, Kut Hu, Nong Hoy, I Kut

(1) everything -not asked

Kusuman, Photi Phaisan (1) everything “can understand but some words 
are different, nevertheless no need 
to change”

Table 30: ISLQ responses about level of understanding Photi Phaisan So, taken from dialect perceptions 
questions (responses only from those who mentioned Photi Phaisan as “speaking a little differently”)

Inference from table 30: All the So may be able to understand the Photi Phaisan variety of 
So well i.e. they can either understand everything or most things when hearing Photi 
Phaisan So

Observation
Our team guide and interpreter was from Photi Phaisan and spoke the local So variety as 
his mother tongue. In all the villages surveyed, there were no communication problems 
when he used his So variety (Photi Phaisan) to speak to the villagers and interviewees. 
Certain words that were different were discussed (less than five words in all villages), but 
these arose from specific items from the word list. In normal communication and 
dialogue, there did not appear to be any cases where vocabulary, speech, accents, or tones 
hindered comprehension.

Inference from observation: So speakers in the villages appear to adequately comprehend 
the Photi Phaisan dialect and vice versa.
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 4.4  Attitudes toward the Photi Phaisan dialect
 4.4.1  Concept: language attitudes

Intermarriage (ISLQ)
The majority of So indicated intermarriage with a So person from Photi Phaisan was 
positive. The were no negative attitudes to marrying a So person from Photi Phaisan. 
Four respondents indicated a neutral attitude (“don't know” or “it's up to them”) toward 
marrying a So person from Photi Phaisan (table 31).

Village Q#45

Attitudes to intermarriage with Photi Phaisan So

Neutral Positive

Don Yang — 12

Kham Toey 2 10

Na Tao 1 11

Noi Siwilai 1 11

Nong Nang Leung — 12

TOTAL 4 56

Table 31: ISLQ responses about attitudes toward marrying So person from Photi Phaisan

Closer study shows that most So view Photi Phaisan as same with their own village 
(“same people”, “same language”, “same customs” etc.). Table 32 shows 88% of the 
responses were along similar lines of “same-ness” between Photi Phaisan and the local 
village.

Others (network with other villages, “up to them”, and “none have happened yet”) 3 12%

Same-ness (people group, language, distance) 23 88%

TOTAL 26 100%

Table 32: Summary of reasons from ISLQ responses about feelings to marrying So person from Photi 
Phaisan

Inference from tables 31 and 32: Most So in this region do not appear to sense a 
difference between a So person from Photi Phaisan and from their village. Marrying a So 
from Photi Phaisan was viewed as positive.

Village where So is spoken best (ISLQ)
Photi Phaisan So was not considered by most interviewees to be the variety spoken best. 
About a quarter (22% or 31%15) of the interviewees thought Photi Phaisan So was the 
variety spoken most clearly and beautifully. More than half (53%) viewed their own 

15 The latter percentage 31% assumes Kusuman variety to be the same as the Photi Phaisan variety i.e. 
responses mentioning “Kusuman” are taken as the Photi Phaisan variety.
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village So variety as the variety spoken best (table 33). Only Na Tao recorded responses 
where more or equal numbers of people viewed the Photi Phaisan variety of So as spoken 
best compared to their own village.

Village Q#71 Q#71

Villages where So is spoken best Villages where So is spoken best (Kusuman 
counted as Photi Phaisan)

Elsewhere Own 
village

Photi 
Phaisan16

TOTAL Elsewhere Own 
village

Photi 
Phaisan

TOTAL

Don Yang 4 3 2 9 4 3 2 9

Kham 
Toey

2 8 2 12 1 8 3 12

Na Tao 4 4 4 12 2 4 6 12

Noi 
Siwilai

3 7 2 12 2 7 3 12

Nong 
Nang 
Leung

1 7 2 10 — 7 3 10

TOTAL 14 29 12 55 9 29 17 55

Percentag
e

25% 53% 22% 100% 16% 53% 31% 100%

Table 33: ISLQ responses about locations where So is spoken best

Inference from table 33: More So consider their own village variety as spoken clearer and 
more beautiful than the Photi Phaisan variety. Many So (~50%) appear to have positive 
attitudes toward their own village speech variety, but a significant amount (a quarter to a 
third) of So also appear to view Photi Phaisan So favorably.

 4.5  Language vitality
 4.5.1  Concept: children's proficiency

Intermarriage (KSLQ)
All five villages reported intermarriage with non-So groups as a common occurrence 
(table 34). The reported numbers who do marry a non-So spouse are not many; 4/5 KSLQ 
respondents chose the smallest scale of measure (i.e. “some”) to describe the number of 
people who marry a non-So. Locations of intermarriage households vary; some remain in 
the So village while others move away to other places. Four of five respondents stated 
explicitly or implied that the mother tongue of children born from intermarriages depends 
on where the family chooses to settle down. Only Noi Siwilai and Don Yang indicated 
that children born from intermarriages would have some ability to use So (not necessarily 
as their mother tongue), independent of the family's location.

16 This survey aims to find out if materials in Photi Phaisan are acceptable for use in other villages. 
Responses that mentioned “same everywhere”, or similar type answers, were grouped under Photi 
Phaisan, since they indicate potential acceptance of Photi Phaisan materials.
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Village Q#42 Q#42 (a) Q#42 (b) Q#43 Q#43 (a) Q#43 (b)

Common for 
So to marry 

non-So?

Non-So 
groups 

married by 
So

Do many 
marry non-

So?

Locations of 
inter-

marriage 
households

1st lang of 
inter-

marriage 
children

Ability of 
inter-marriage 

children to 
speak So

Noi Siwilai Yes Yaw, 
Kaleung

(4) some some follow 
groom, some 
follow bride

if didn't 
follow So 
parent, will 
not speak So. 
Will speak 
following 
wherever 
they move to

Can – some 
words

Nong Nang 
Leung

Yes Yaw, Isan, 
Kaleung, 
“farang”

(3) half depends on 
them; some 
in Nong 
Nang Leung, 
some outside

will follow 
the language 
of non-So 
parent

No

Don Yang Yes CT, Isan (4) some mostly in this 
village; some 
will move 
outside

So -not asked-

Kham Toey Yes Lao Isan and 
Lao Lao

(4) some; 
~30% of 
population

they move 
here into 
Kham Toey

So, if they 
live in Kham 
Toey

-not asked-

Na Tao Yes Yaw or Isan (4) some; not 
more than 
50%

both here in 
Na Tao and 
also 
elsewhere

if in Na Tao, 
will speak 
So; if 
elsewhere, 
probably CT

if living 
elsewhere, 
probably not

Table 34: KSLQ responses to intermarriage with non-So and children's (from intermarriage families) ability 
to speak So

Inference from table 34: Intermarriage alone does not necessarily appear to influence the 
language of children born from these marriages. The choice of location for the household 
appears to have a bearing on which mother tongue the children will eventually adopt.

Children speak well or not (ISLQ)
Two Nong Nang Leung interviewees thought that the children do not speak the So 
language well. Another two interviewees from the same village gave conditional “yes” 
answers (see footnote 17). The remaining four villages agreed that the children today 
continue to speak So well (table 35).
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Village Q#40

Do chidren speak So well?

No Yes Yes, conditional17 TOTAL

Don Yang — 12 — 12

Kham Toey — 12 — 12

Na Tao — 12 — 12

Noi Siwilai — 12 — 12

Nong Nang Leung 2 8 2 12

TOTAL 2 56 2 60

Table 35: ISLQ responses to children speaking So well or not

Inference from table 35: Nong Nang Leung may have lower language vitality when 
compared to the other villages.

Language taught by parents, including mixed marriages (ISLQ)
Table 36 shows So parents in all villages, except Nong Nang Leung, speak So to their 
children. There was one ISLQ respondent that said So parents would speak Isan with 
their children.The reason given may relate to feelings of inferiority (“parents are shy to 
use So because they are in the minority”).

About half of all the ISLQ respondents said that children from intermarriage with a non-
So would continue to use the So language to some degree. A significant number of 
respondents (38%) mentioned So would be used only under certain conditions, e.g. 
“children would speak So only if they remained in the village of the So parent”. Twelve 
percent of the respondents indicated So would not be spoken by children with one parent 
intermarried with a non-So speaker.

17 For this category, one interviewee answered “not too bad if their parents are So” while another said 
“Yes they speak well but some children are forgetting the language”.
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Village Q#41 Q#42 (a)

So parent's language with 
children

Intermarriage children – do they speak So?

Isan So TOTAL No Not sure or 
conditional18

Yes TOTAL

Don Yang 0% 100% 100% 0% 42% 58% 100%

Kham Toey 0% 100% 100% 8% 33% 58% 100%

Na Tao 0% 100% 100% 8% 75% 17% 100%

Noi Siwilai 0% 100% 100% 17% 25% 58% 100%

Nong Nang 
Leung

8% 92% 100% 25% 17% 58% 100%

AVERAGE 2% 98% 100% 12% 38% 50% 100%

Table 36: ISLQ responses showing children's use of the So language with parents (including parents from 
intermarriage)

Closer inspection of the data collected about language use among children from 
intermarriages indicate that So may not be the first language learned. Most children from 
intermarriages may pick up a non-So mother tongue (e.g. CT, Isan, Yaw) first. Only 12% 
of the interviewees gave answers suggesting So as the main language used between 
parents of intermarriages and their children. See table 37.

Village Q#42

Intermarriage children – is So first or primary language?

Depends19 No Yes TOTAL

Don Yang 33% 42% 25% 100%

Kham Toey 8% 83% 8% 100%

Na Tao 67% 25% 8% 100%

Noi Siwilai 17% 75% 8% 100%

Nong Nang Leung 8% 83% 8% 100%

AVERAGE 27% 62% 12% 100%

Table 37: ISLQ responses showing if So is the first or primary language used by parents of intermarriages 
and their children

Inference from tables 36 and 37: Looking at So language use between So parents and 
their children, Nong Nang Leung appears to have slightly lower language vitality 
compared to the other villages. In most intermarriages between So and non-So, the So 
language may not be the primary language used with the children. Therefore, while about 

18 Respondents under this category mostly answered that the children would speak So under certain 
conditions (e.g. if they remained in a So village, if the So parent taught them). Some respondents 
reflected uncertainty (e.g. “children might use So”).

19 Responses under this category did not state explicitly which language would be the first or primary 
language spoken by the children. Most responses reflected different languages learned under different 
conditions (e.g. “some speak Isan, others speak So”, “speak So if remain in village, speak Isan if 
elsewhere”).
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half of the children from intermarriages were reported to speak So, probably not all speak 
it as a first language. This raises questions about their levels of proficiency. The data from 
table 37 suggests low language vitality in families with intermarriage. For a broader 
perspective about language vitality in the So community, it may be useful to consider the 
amount of intermarriage.

 4.5.2  Concept: bilingual proficiency

Languages of wider communication & proficiency (KSLQ)
Table 13 (page 19) shows that the reported information suggests that the younger 
generation in all So villages are speaking the LWCs (Isan or CT) well.

Inference from table 13: In the future, most So will probably be fluent in a LWC. This 
could suggest low vitality, but only if it can be proven that So use is declining among the 
younger generation at a similar rate.
Best language (ISLQ)
Because of the screening criteria, only those who spoke So as their best language were 
accepted for ISLQs. Therefore, it would not be valid to only consider the sixty 
interviewees that made up the sampling quota. Instead, this data section will include the 
rejected samples (i.e. interviewees that failed the screening criteria) because this will be a 
fairer reflection of the So community.

All the approached interviewees that answered this question (Q#23) said So was their 
best language. Two interviewees said both So and CT were their best languages, but So 
was still one of their best languages.

Inference: All the interviewees (accepted or otherwise) mentioned So as one of their best 
language. Language vitality is likely high.

Language use at home (ISLQ)
Table 38 shows that the majority (~95%) of interviewees indicated that whey they were 
young, they spoke only So with their parents, and that most of their parents spoke So with 
each other as well.
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Village Q#24 (d) Q#24 (e) Q#24 (f)

Language with father as 
child

Language with mother as 
child

Parents language with one another 
when child

Non-So So TOTAL Non-So So TOTAL Mixed Non-So So TOTAL

Don 
Yang

1 10 11 — 12 12 1 — 11 12

Kham 
Toey

— 12 12 1 11 12 — 1 11 12

Na Tao 2 10 12 1 11 12 — 2 10 12

Noi 
Siwilai

— 12 12 — 11 11 — — 11 11

Nong 
Nang 
Leung

— 12 12 — 12 12 2 — 10 12

TOTAL 3 56 59 2 57 59 3 3 53 59

Table 38: Language use at home (with parents and parents with each other) when interviewee was child

Inference from table 38: Heavy reported use of So between children and their parents, 
and parents with each other, seems to suggest strong language vitality since other 
languages are not used in the home.

Self-reported bilingual proficiency evaluation (ISLQ)
Table 15 (page 20) shows more than 90% of the interviewees reported they can 
adequately use a non-So language in many different domains. These domains include 
sharing information, repeating information, and conversing with mother speakers of the 
non-So language.

Inference from table 15: The wide range of reported conversational ability in a non-So 
language appears to indicate strong bilingualism in the So community, or the non-So 
language could be gradually overtaking the mother tongue in many language use 
domains.

 4.5.3  Concept: domains of language use

Public use of So (KSLQ)
The rate of So being spoken in public is evenly split among the domains and media types 
(table 39). Two domains (public meetings and funerals) feature frequent use of So while 
another two (official notices and announcements) do not. So is absent in the media form 
of casettes and CDs, but is widely known and available to the community as a radio 
program. Three KLSQ respondents claimed knowledge of So literature, with two 
specifically mentioning books from Kusuman. To the knowledege of the village leaders, 
there have been no researchers who have stayed in their area and studied the So language.
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Village Availability or use of So in ... (Y/N)

Q#44 Q#45 Q#46 Q#47 Q#48 Q#49 Q#50 Q#51

...Casettes/ 
CDs

...Literatur
e (any 
type)20

... Public 
meetings

... Official 
notices

...Funerals ...Announ
cements

...Presence 
of past 

researcher
s into So?

... Radio 
programs21

Noi 
Siwilai

N N Y 
(sometime

s)

N N N N Y

Nong 
Nang 
Leung

N Y (books 
from 

Kusuman)

Y N Y N N Y

Don 
Yang

N Yes 
(books 
from 

Kusuman)

Y N Y Y -don't 
know

Y

Kham 
Toey

N N Y N Y (Yaw, 
CT also)

N -don't 
know

Y

Na Tao N Y (books 
from 

Kusuman)

Y (CT/ 
Isan also 
used if 

non-So are 
present)

N Y N -don't 
know

Y

Table 39: KLSQ responses showing public use of So in each village

Inference from table 39: Language vitality seems balanced without appearing very high 
or very low.

Domains of language use (ISLQ)
Many of the interviewees use So exclusively at home and with other So people. When 
interaction with non-So people is required, a non-So language is used (see Appendix C 
on page 70). It appears that the So language is only used when interacting with other 
ethnic So.

Inference from Appendix C: Language vitality appears high among So people.

Children's first language and language of play (ISLQ)
Table 19 (page 23) shows So featured prominently as the reported first language among 
children and as the language of play in four of the villages (Don Yang, Kham Toey, Na 
Tao, and Noi Siwilai). One hundred percent (100%) of the ISLQ respondents indicated 
“So only” as the children's first language. One hundred percent (100%) of the same 
respondents (except one from Noi Siwilai) mentioned So as part of the children's 
language of play. Only one quarter (25%) of the Nong Nang Leung respondents 

20 A follow up question was asked “Do people read the literature” and the answers were always “Yes”.
21 A follow up question was asked “Do people listen to the radio programs” and the answers were always 

“Yes”.
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mentioned a non-So language as the children's first language. Similarly, about 25% of 
Nong Nang Leung's respondents showed a non-So language alone as the children's 
language of play.

Inference from table 19: Language vitality seems to be strong in all the villages but may 
be slightly lower in Nong Nang Leung village.

Children learning non-So languages before school (ISLQ)
Table 20 (page 24) shows interviewees reported that about 50% of the So children start 
using a non-So language before entering school. This alone does not directly infer 
anything about language vitality. A corresponding decrease in So use by the same 
children might infer low language vitality. If not, the numbers could just mean that 
children start becoming bilingual before entering school.

Inference from table 20: The sizeable ratio of children reported to be learning a non-So 
language before school could suggest low language vitality, but only if it can be proven 
that So use is declining at a rate comparable to the rate the non-So language is learned. 
By itself, the data does not imply low language vitality. However, the data could suggest 
when So children start becoming bilingual.

 4.5.4  Concept: ethnolinguistic makeup of village

Languages and ethnic groups (KSLQ)
Table 40 shows every village was reported to have So as the ethnicity with the highest 
population. Don Yang and Kham Toey reported the highest percentages at 99% and 98% 
respectively, and Na Tao village respondents reported 94% of Na Tao's population is So. 
Noi Siwilai and Nong Nang Leung respondents reported the lowest percentage (88%).

Q#28 Q#29 (a) Q#29 (b) Q#29 (b) 
(ii)

Q#29 (c) Q#29 (c) 
(ii)

Village Populatio
n

People 
group that 

is most

People 
group 2nd 

most

Number 
of people 
(2nd most)

People 
group 3rd 

most

Number 
of people 
(3rd most)

Non-So 
populatio
n estimate

Percentage 
of So

Don Yang 419 So Isan 6 None 0 6 99%

Kham 
Toey

1,004 So Yaw 20 None 0 20 98%

Na Tao 963 So Yaw ~40 Isan ~20 60 94%

Noi 
Siwilai

464 So Kaleung ~20 Yaw ~20 40 91%

Nong 
Nang 
Leung

1,473 So Isan ~100 Yaw ~70 170 88%

Table 40: Ethnolinguistic makeup of villages
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Inference from table 40: A higher proportion of ethnic homogenity usually correlates with 
a higher vitality for the mother tongue of that ethnic group (Nahhas, Kelsall and Mann 
n.d.: 16). So language vitality in Don Yang, Kham Toey, Na Tao, and Noi Siwilai is 
probably high. Nong Nang Leung appears to have a lower language vitality than the rest 
of the villages.

First language as child (ISLQ)
Because of the screening criteria, only those who spoke So as their first language (as 
children) were accepted for ISLQs. Therefore, it would not be valid to only consider the 
sixty interviewees that made up the sampling quota. Instead, this data section will include 
the rejected samples (i.e. interviewees that failed the screening criteria) because this will 
be a fairer reflection of the So community.

Only one person answered a non-So language (Isan) as her first language when she was a 
child. The rest of the respondents claimed So as their first language (table 41).

Q#21

First language spoken as child

Isan So TOTAL

1% 99% 100%

Table 41: ISLQ responses to first language spoken as a child

Inference from table 41: Ninety nine percent (99%) of all the interviewees mentioned So 
as their first language when they were children; indicating high language vitality.

 4.5.5  Concept: contact

Intermarriage (KSLQ)
Table 34 (page 35) shows that intermarriages with non-So is few (although 30% and 50% 
for Kham Toey and Na Tao respectively might be considered more significant than the 
subjective response “some”).

Inference from table 34: From the subjective KLSQ responses alone, there appears little 
marital contact between the So and non-So as reflected in only “some” intermarriages. 
Fewer intermarriages with non-So may mean more frequent use of the So language  as 
spouses would probably not have to speak another language to communicate with each 
other. Language vitality might be assumed high in this case.

Young people moving to city (KSLQ)
Table 3 (page 4) shows that many younger So people are moving away from the village 
to seek work opportunities. Exploring this trend further (table 42), it appears that most of 
the younger generation return to the village to marry, settle down, and raise families. 
Only Nong Nang Leung said that their younger people do not return to the village to 
settle once they leave.
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Village name Q#52 (b) Q#52 (c)

Many younger people go live elsewhere outside 
village?

Do they come back to stay?

Noi Siwilai Yes, many Yes, they will come back

Nong Nang 
Leung

Many; usually grandchildren. About 50-70% No, just come back to visit

Don Yang A lot; about 40 people (~10%) Yes, will return to settle down

Kham Toey ~50% will go Yes, after they are done finding 
money

Na Tao ~100-200 people (~10-20%) Yes

Table 42: KSLQ responses indicating numbers of youth who leave the village and if they return or not

Inference from table 42: It appears Nong Nang Leung is the only village where the 
younger generation leave the village permanently, with not many returning. With a 
reduced pool of potential So speakers in the future, Nong Nang Leung may have lower 
language vitality compared to other villages.

Travel between So villages (KSLQ)
Only Noi Siwilai and Na Tao interviewees indicated frequency of travel suggesting high 
amounts of contact (i.e. weekly or everyday) with other So villages. Don Yang and Kham 
Toey interviewees mentioned many people visit other So villages but at lower 
frequencies. Nong Nang Leung had the least contact with other So villages i.e. few 
people making visits and rarely. See table 43.
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Village 
name

Q#53 Q#53 (b) Q#53 (b) Q#53 (d) Q#53 (d) Q#53 (e) Q#53 (f)

Do the 
people visit 

other So 
villages?

Numbers 
who visit 
villages 
speaking 
the same

Numbers 
who visit 
villages 
speaking 
different

Frequency 
of visits to 

villages 
speaking 
the same

Frequency 
of visits to 

villages 
speaking 
different

Lang used 
to 

communica
te

Any trouble 
communicat
ing in So?

Noi Siwilai Yes Many None Weekly None So None

Nong Nang 
Leung

Yes None22 Few None Once per 
year

So None

Don Yang Yes Many Few About ten 
times per 

year

Once per 
year

So None

Kham Toey Yes Many Many About 
twice per 

year

During 
festivals or 
occasions

So None

Na Tao Yes Many Few Everyday About 
three-four 
times per 

year

So None

Table 43: KLSQ responses indicating amounts of contact with other So villages

Inference from table 43: Noi Siwilai and Na Tao may have higher language vitality 
compared with the other villages, while Nong Nang Leung may have the lowest vitality.

 4.5.6  Concept: geographical distribution

Map
Most So villages are found close together in Sakon Nakhon and Nakhon Phanom 
provinces. Road networks provide easy access between villages. The team estimates that 
the So villages furthest from each other take about 1½ to 2 hours travel by car. See figure 
3 (page 2) for a general picture of the So village locations.

Inference: Language vitality may be maintained as the villages are generally within easy 
access to each other.

 4.5.7  Concept: population

Village name and population (KSLQ)
KLSQ respondents in all five villages mentioned So populations had increased from 
when the village was first established. Nong Nang Leung noted that while ethnic So 
numbers were increasing, not all were able to speak the language. See table 44.

22 Nong Nang Leung interviewees reported that other villages spoke differently from them. Therefore, the 
responses for villages that spoke the same were listed as “None” i.e. there were no villages that Nong 
Nang Leung considered as speaking the same So as them.
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Village Q#30

So population increase/decrease

Noi Siwilai Increase

Nong Nang 
Leung

Increase in ethnicity but not all speak So

Don Yang Increase

Kham Toey Increase

Na Tao Increase (population mix hasn't changed; still predominantly So; language still local 
language)

Table 44: KSLQ responses about So population growth

Inference from table 44: Increase in populations may suggest a sustainable pool of So 
speakers will be available to keep the language alive. Language vitality would then be 
high. However, Nong Nang Leung appears an exception to the norm; the village leader's 
response suggests that language vitality may not correspond with population growth.

 4.5.8  Concept: educational policy

Schools (KSLQ)
All schools in the villages teach in CT. So is not used. The same situation applies in 
schools outside the village where many So children continue their education (most village 
schools only provide education up to primary 6 level); the language of instruction is CT, 
and So is not used to help teach (table 45).

Village Q#32 Q#32 (b) Q#32 (b) (i) Q#33 Q#33 (d) Q#33 (d) (i)

Is there 
school in 
village?

Language of 
instruction 
(school in 
village)

Is So used to 
help teach?

Do children 
go elsewhere 

for 
schooling?

Language of 
instruction in 

schools 
outside the 

village

Is So used to 
help teach?

Noi Siwilai Yes CT No Yes CT No

Nong Nang 
Leung

Yes CT No Yes CT No

Don Yang Yes CT No Yes CT No

Kham Toey Yes CT No Yes CT No

Na Tao Yes CT No Yes CT No

Table 45: KLSQ responses showing languages of instruction and the place of the So language in schools

Inference from table 45: The use of CT and the absence of So in the schools would imply 
low language vitality in the case of educational policy and practice.
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 4.5.9  Concept: language attitudes

Children's language of play (ISLQ)
The majority (88%) of the ISLQ respondents did not mention any negative attitudes 
toward the children's use of So as language of play (table 46). Only one interviewee 
explicitly expressed a negative attitude toward So use. Eleven percent (11%) of the 
respondents did not clearly indicate any positive or negative attitude toward the So 
language (see footnote 23).

Village Q#38 (a)

Feelings toward children's language of play (attitudes toward So use)

Negative Neutral Not clear23 Positive TOTAL

Don Yang — 5 1 4 10

Kham Toey — 4 — 8 12

Na Tao — 3 3 6 12

Noi Siwilai — 4 2 4 10

Nong Nang Leung 1 8 — 2 11

TOTAL 1 24 6 24 55

PERCENTAGE 2% 44% 11% 44% 100%

Table 46: ISLQ responses on attitudes about children's language of play

Inference from table 46: Only a small percentage of the So community indicated a 
negative attitude toward children speaking So when playing. It is possible to infer 
language vitality as not low. But because of the high number of “Neutral” responses, it is 
probably not accurate to suggest clear high language vitality in this area. More likely, 
language vitality is medium to moderately high.

Children speak well or not (ISLQ)
There were only two non-neutral responses about attitudes to children speaking So well 
or not24. One answer reflected a positive attitude to So while another reflected a sense of 
resignation about the situation (table 47).

23 Answers in this category were about use of a non-So language. All six answers included the use of a 
non-So language as the children's language of play in an earlier question (Q#38). Subsequently, the 
answers to this question Q#38 (a) referred to the non-So language.

24 The ISLQ was designed to ask about attitudes only if the interviewee answered “no” to an earlier 
question about children speaking So well or not.
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Q#40 Q#40 (a) Q#40 (b)

Do children speak So well? How do children not speak So 
well?

How do you feel about children not speaking 
So well?

No Cannot speak because noone 
teaches

Want to have a teacher to come & teach the 
children

No Some children are forgetting 
the language

Since children speak Isan with parents who 
are non-So, the grandparents follow

Table 47: ISLQ responses indicating attitudes about children speaking So well or not

Inference from table 47: Two responses may be not statistically sufficient to determine 
language vitality. At the most, they appear to suggest a non-negative attitude toward the 
So language, from which may be weakly inferred high language vitality.

Stopped speaking (ISLQ)
Only 11 interviewees were asked about attitudes toward ethnic So who stopped speaking 
So. The ISLQ was designed so that this question would be asked only if the interviewee 
affirmed there were So people who had stopped using the language. From the responses 
(table 48), most of the So (55%) felt badly (e.g. “not so good”, “sad”) when asked how 
they felt about So people not speaking So anymore, indicating a positive attitude to their 
language. Another 36% indicated a neutral or ambivalent attitude (e.g. “up to them”, 
“depends on them”). Only one person indicated negative attitudes toward the So 
language.

Village Q#46 (b)

Feelings to So stopped speaking

Negative Neutral Positive TOTAL

Kham Toey — 1 — 1

Na Tao — 2 2 4

Noi Siwilai — 1 — 1

Nong Nang Leung 1 — 4 5

TOTAL 1 4 6 11

PERCENTAGE 9% 36% 55% 100%

Table 48: ISLQ responses showing attitudes toward ethnic So who had stopped speaking So

Inference from table 48: A generally positive attitude (clearly non-negative) toward the 
So language was expressed by most So interviewed. From this, it's possible to infer 
medium to moderately high language vitality in the So community.

Twenty years from now (ISLQ)
From table 49, most (44%) of the ISLQ responses about attitudes to So children speaking 
So 20 years in the future were categorized as “Not clear” i.e. the respondent did not 
indicate either a positive or negative (or even neutral) attitude toward So use (see table 50 
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for actual responses in this category). Thirty eight percent (38%) of the ISLQ responses 
were clearly positive, while 13% were neutral (e.g. “up to them”, “don't feel anything”). 
There was only one negative response (“feels good that there will be little (few) So 
speaking So”).

Village Q#47 (a)

Feelings to children speaking So 20 years ahead

Negative Neutral Not clear Positive TOTAL

Don Yang — — 1 1 2

Kham Toey — — — 2 2

Na Tao — — 1 — 1

Noi Siwilai 1 — 3 1 5

Nong Nang Leung — 2 2 2 6

TOTAL 1 2 7 6 16

PERCENTAGE 6% 13% 44% 38% 100%

Table 49: ISLQ responses about attitudes to So children speaking So 20 years in the future

Q#47 Q#47 (a)

Will there be children speaking So 20 years in the 
future?

How do you feel about that?

Won't have Happy they can speak other languages

Probably not Will change to Isan

Some can, some can't Didn't mention feelings, just said “So might 
disappear, or persist”

Yes, but few -didn't answer

None! “nobody will speak So anymore” Have to follow the times; cannot be helped

Yes, but population will be only 50% speaking So The children will go to BKK and stop speaking So

Concerned that there will be no more Won't be around, so can't say

Table 50: Actual ISLQ responses from the seven interviewees whose answers to Q#47 (a) were classified as 
"Not clear"

Inference from tables 49 and 50: The seven ISLQ responses categorized as “Not clear” 
may be interpreted to mean positive, negative, or neutral attitudes toward the So 
language. Either extremes would change the overall situation. An interpretation of a 
negative bias to this category would result in more negative attitudes (increase to 50%) 
than positive (remain at 38%). While an opposite interpretation of a positive bias would 
boost the positive attitude percentages (82%) significantly. This data set is not clear 
enough to provide any meaningful indication of language vitality.
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Cultural values (ISLQ)
Every So interviewee (100%) replied positively to a desire for their children to preserve 
the So identity. Exploring the responses further (table 51), 90% of the interviewees were 
able to articulate reasons for their desire. Among them were “a sense of obligation toward 
the ancestors”, “a desire to keep something of the So identity for their children”, “a 
concern that elements of being So might be lost” etc. 

Village Q#48 (b)

Ability to articulate reasons for desire?

No Yes TOTAL

Don Yang 1 11 12

Kham Toey 2 10 12

Na Tao 1 11 12

Noi Siwilai 2 10 12

Nong Nang Leung — 12 12

TOTAL 6 54 60

PERCENTAGE 10% 90% 100%

Table 51: ISLQ responses showing numbers of those able to provide reasons for their desire to have 
children preserve So identity

Inference from table 51: Many (90%) of the So are able to express reasons for wanting to 
see their children preserve the So identity. That they are able to articulate such reasons 
implies some degree of having given the question more thought, instead of just answering 
“yes”. Thus, the stated desire to see the children preserve their So identity infers positive 
attitudes. A strong indication of positive attitudes toward preserving the So identity hints 
at potentially strong language vitality.

Felt advantage toward literacy (ISLQ)
All, but one interviewee, felt positively that reading and writing So had benefits. The one 
interviewee who replied otherwise said he did not know if there would be felt advantages 
toward literacy in the So language. Of the 59 interviewees who felt positively that 
literacy in So was beneficial, 85% were able to give reasons for why they thought there 
would be benefits in reading and writing So (table 52).
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Village Q#53 (a)

Ability to articulate reasons to benefit?

No Yes TOTAL

Don Yang 2 10 12

Kham Toey 2 10 12

Na Tao 1 11 12

Noi Siwilai 2 9 11

Nong Nang Leung 2 10 12

TOTAL 9 50 59

PERCENTAGE 15% 85% 100%

Table 52: ISLQ responses showing numbers of those able to provide reasons for benefits to reading and 
writing So

Inference from table 52: The majority of ISLQ respondents agreed  there was a felt 
advantage to So literacy. There were no negative responses. Many were also able to 
articulate reasons to the perceived benefits in reading and writing So. Perceived 
advantages to So literacy could indicate language pride. They could also reflect a desire 
to see the language grow from oral communication to written. Either way, the majority of 
positive attitudes expressed toward So literacy might infer high language vitality.

Desired literature (ISLQ)
Most So interviewees gave opinions on desired literature in the So language, although 
about one-third of the responses were prompted after examples given by the interviewer. 
There were nine interviewees that either answered “don't know” or did not answer 
anything (“null responses). The analysis of this question assumes only the unprompted 
answers (except for the nine “null” responses) as truly reflecting a desire for literature25. 
Going by this assumption, about half (53%) of the interviewees expressed, without 
prompts or aids, a desire for literature in So (table 53).

25 It's the author's opinion that interviewees that have to be prompted with examples actually may not have 
a desire for any kinds of literature. Their responses may possibly be out of a sense of politeness to the 
researchers in that “any answer would do as long as there is an answer”.
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Village Q#54

Sense of truly desiring literature

No Yes TOTAL

Don Yang 8 4 12

Kham Toey 3 9 12

Na Tao 5 7 12

Noi Siwilai 7 5 12

Nong Nang Leung 5 7 12

TOTAL 28 32 60

PERCENTAGE 47% 53% 100%

Table 53: ISLQ responses showing numbers of expressed opinions without promptings about desired 
literature in So

Inference from table 53: About half of the interviewees were able to articulate their 
desires for things written in So without prompting from the researchers. Desire for 
literature is interpreted as indicative of high language vitality. Based on the data here, 
language vitality might be assumed to be medium.

Desire to read & write (ISLQ)
Most (63%) of the interviewees answered affirmatively to a desire to read and write So 
(table 54). Ten (17%) of the responses were categorized as conditional/unsure e.g. “if 
there is time, I will go”, “it depends on time”. Twelve (20%) interviewees expressed a 
negative desire to read and write So.

Village Q#55

Stated desire to read and write

Conditional/ unsure No Yes TOTAL

Don Yang — 3 9 12

Kham Toey 3 2 7 12

Na Tao 1 3 8 12

Noi Siwilai 6 1 5 12

Nong Nang Leung — 3 9 12

TOTAL 10 12 38 60

PERCENTAGE 17% 20% 63% 100%

Table 54: ISLQ responses showing apparent desire to read and write So

The “yes” and “conditional/unsure” answers were investigated deeper. A follow-up 
question about the number of hours each interviewee was willing to commit to learning to 
read and write So was asked. Some interviewees were unwilling or unable to commit a 
certain number of hours per day to learn. Conservatively, these responses have been 
categorized as “not being able to commit to learning to read and write So” (table 55). 
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68% of the interviewees were able to commit a certain number of set hours to learning to 
read and write So. The ability to commit certain hours may likely reflect a truer desire to 
learn to read and write So. A desire to learn to read and write in the vernacular correlates 
with the vernacular's vitality.

Village Able to commit to learning to read and write So

No Yes TOTAL

Don Yang 4 8 12

Kham Toey 4 8 12

Na Tao 5 7 12

Noi Siwilai 3 9 12

Nong Nang Leung 3 9 12

TOTAL 18 42 60

PERCENTAGE 32% 68% 100%

Table 55: ISLQ responses reflecting a truer desire to read and write So after accounting for the number of 
hours of committed learning

Inference from tables 54 and 55: The majority of ISLQ respondents show a desire to 
learn to read and write in So as reflected by the number of people who expressed a 
commitment to this activity. Language vitality is inferred as moderately high here.

 4.5.10  Concept: ethnolinguistic identity

Primary ethnic identity (ISLQ)
From table 21 (page 25), more than 80% of the respondents claimed So as their primary 
ethnic identity.

Inference from table 21: Eighty percent of the interviewees represents a healthy majority, 
and indicates strong language vitality in this area.

Cultural values (ISLQ)
Every ISLQ respondent expressed positively a desire to have their children preserve the 
So identity. There were no negative responses. A desire for the children to retain aspects 
of their So identity could infer a desire to continue using the So language.

Inference: Language vitality is high, as evidenced by 100% respondents indicating a 
desire for the children to pass on and preserve their So identity.
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 5  Conclusions
 5.1  Mastery of CT or Isan
Isan appears more widely used than CT in So communities. However, not all the 
community may be sufficiently proficient in Isan to use materials developed in this 
language. The older generation reportedly do not speak Isan well enough. For the future, 
it seems that significant numbers of children are learning Isan early enough in their 
childhood years. However, their level of proficiency is unclear. The self-reported 
bilingual proficiency questions do suggest a “higher-than-basic” level of proficiency, but 
they are not objective enough to determine if the So are able to use materials developed 
in Isan without problems.

Respondents from Nong Nang Leung village seem to indicate a higher degree of 
adequate mastery in CT or Isan than other villages.

Research 
question 

Concepts Tool Inference

Adequate 
mastery of CT 
or Isan?

Bilingual 
proficiency

KSLQ Q#34 Possibly adequate (children study at least 9 years in 
CT)

KLSQ Q#35-Q#38 Not adequate (CT not widely used, and older people 
do not speak Isan proficiently)

ISLQ Q#23 Possibly adequate (all speak Isan or CT to some 
degree). More are proficient in Isan than CT

ISLQ Q#28-Q#33 Possibly adequate (all speak Isan or CT to some 
degree)

Domains of 
language use

ISLQ Q#26 Possibly adequate for Isan. Isan spoken more widely 
than CT

ISLQ Q#37, Q#38 Not adequate (no first language; few language of 
play), except maybe in Nong Nang Leung

ISLQ Q#39 Possibly adequate (many children learn LWC before 
school). Isan more widely used than CT. More Nong 
Nang Leung children than other villages learn non-
So before school

Subject 
demographics

ISLQ Q#22 Possibly adequate (all speak Isan or CT to some 
degree)

Languages 
and ethnic 
groups

KLSQ Q#35-Q#38, 
Q#39, Q#40, Q#41

Possibly adequate (most can speak other than So, 
but not sure if Isan or CT)

Table 56: Summary of inferences about mastery of CT or Isan

 5.2  Attitudes toward CT or Isan
The percentage of positive attitudes toward CT or Isan was unclear. The intermarriage 
questions revealed more positive attitudes (88%) compared to the questions on children's 
LWC use at home (41%). It's possible that the So favor CT more than Isan; some clear 
negative attitudes were inferred regarding Isan use, but none for CT.
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Research 
question 

Concepts Tool Inference

Attitudes to 
CT or Isan?

Ethnolinguistic 
identity

ISLQ Q#27 Few positive attitudes toward Thai or Isan (Thai 
appears more favored)

Language 
attitudes

ISLQ Q#43 Less than half have positive attitudes to Isan and 
CT. No clear negative attitudes to CT, but some 
clear negative attitudes to Isan

ISLQ Q#44 Very few negative attitudes to Isan and CT 
(Majority clearly positive to Isan and CT)

Table 57: Summary of inferences on attitudes to CT or Isan

 5.3  Comprehension of the Photi Phaisan dialect
The So in this region seem to have adequate comprehension of the Photi Phaisan variety. 
Most (at least 80%) are able to understand “everything” or “most things” when listening 
to a speaker of the Photi Phaisan variety. So speakers also appear to be able to use their 
own village varieties to communicate with other So from Photi Phaisan without 
problems.

Nong Nang Leung may have fewer people who can comprehend the Photi Phaisan 
variety of So without difficulty.

Research 
question 

Concepts Tool Inference

Adequate 
comprehension 
of Photi 
Phaisan 
variety?

Linguistic 
relatedness

WL No So varieties are inherently unintelligible

Comprehension ISLQ Q#34, Q#36 Adequate comprehension both ways (village 
varieties ↔ Photi Phaisan variety). Nong Nang 
Leung might have fewer people with adequate 
comprehension

ISLQ Q#63, Q#65, 
Q#68, Q#70

Adequate comprehension

Observation Adequate comprehension

Table 58: Summary of inferences about comprehension toward Photi Phaisan variety of So

 5.4  Attitudes toward the Photi Phaisan dialect
There do not seem any negative attitudes toward the Photi Phaisan variety of So. If 
anything, most So in this region appear to have a favorable, at worst neutral, impression 
toward the Photi Phaisan variety. In terms of a prestige dialect, many So view their own 
village variety as the “best” i.e. spoken most clearly and beautifully. However, a quarter 
to a third of the So community do consider the Photi Phaisan variety as the prestige 
dialect, which shows a significant percentage of the population do favor the Photi Phaisan 
variety.
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Research 
question 

Concepts Tool Inference

Attitudes to 
Photi Phaisan 
variety?

Language 
attitudes

ISLQ Q#45 Positive atttitudes; at worst, view as similar

ISLQ Q#71 1/4 to 1/3 show clear positive attitudes. Half show 
positive attitudes to own village variety

Table 59: Summary of inferences about attitudes toward Photi Phaisan variety of So

 5.5  Language vitality
In general, responses show higher counts of “high or medium/moderate vitality” than 
“low vitality”. Most cases of “low vitality” are not absolute; they depend on other factors 
(e.g. lots of youth speaking a LWC well would mean low vitality only if it can be proven 
that So use is in decline). Across most of the villages, it would appear the So will 
continue to be used by future generations indicating overall strong language vitality.

An exception to the norm is Nong Nang Leung. Nong Nang Leung registered seven 
counts of low vitality (or potentially low vitality). This particular community may have 
lower language vitality than other So villages in the region.

Research 
question 

Concepts Tool Inference

Will So be 
used in future 
generations?

Children's 
proficiency

KSLQ Q#42, Q#43 Unclear. Language vitality influenced by choice of 
location to settle down. Data does not indicate this

ISLQ Q#40 High vitality except for Nong Nang Leung

ISLQ Q#41 High vitality except for Nong Nang Leung

ISLQ Q#42 Potentially low vitality (depends on number of 
intermarriages)

Bilingual 
proficiency

KSLQ Q#36 Potentially low vitality (youth speak LWC well; 
vitality depends on So use in future)

ISLQ Q#23 High vitality (So is best language for all)

ISLQ Q#24 (d), 
(e), (f)

High vitality (Only So used with parents, and 
between parents)

ISLQ Q#28-Q#33 Unclear. More data needed about specific use in 
these domains

Domains of 
language use

KSLQ Q#44-Q#51 Balanced vitality (neither high nor low)

ISLQ Q#26 High vitality (depends on population; numbers do 
indicate big population)

ISLQ Q#37, Q#38 High vitality except for Nong Nang Leung

ISLQ Q#39 Potentially low vitality (but only if proven So use is 
declining at same rate)

Ethnolinguistic 
makeup of 
village

KSLQ Q#28, Q#29 High vitality except for Nong Nang Leung

ISLQ Q#21 High vitality (99% first language)

Contact KSLQ Q#42, Q#43 Potentially high vitality (few intermarriages with 
non-So based on subjective responses)
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Research 
question 

Concepts Tool Inference

KSLQ Q#52 Low vitality for Nong Nang Leung. Unclear for 
other villages (youth leave regularly and frequently, 
but they do return)

KSLQ Q#53 Vitality depends; some high (e.g. Na Tao, Noi 
Siwilai), some low (e.g. Nong Nang Leung)

Geographical 
distribution

Map High vitality (villages close by each other)

Population KSLQ Q#30 Potentially high vitality (increasing population), 
except Nong Nang Leung

Educational 
policy

KSLQ Q#32, Q#33 Low vitality (CT language of instruction)

Language 
attitudes

ISLQ Q#38 Moderate vitality (not low vitality)

ISLQ Q#40 Potentially high vitality (but not statistically viable)

ISLQ Q#46 Moderate vitality (not low vitality)

ISLQ Q#47 Unclear (depends on “not clear” category)

ISLQ Q#48 High vitality (Able to give reasons)

ISLQ Q#53 High vitality (View So literacy positively)

ISLQ Q#54 Medium vitality

ISLQ Q#55 Moderate vitality

Ethnolinguistic 
identity

ISLQ Q#27 High vitality

ISLQ Q#48 High vitality

Table 60: Summary of inferences about language vitality

 5.6  Summary
Four villages (Noi Siwilai, Don Yang, Kham Toey, and Na Tao) have sufficient self-
reported comprehension of the So variety from Photi Phaisan. All four also have positive 
attitudes toward Photi Phaisan So and language vitality is high in these villages. 
Therefore, it appears likely that materials developed in the Photi Phaisan variety can be 
used in these four villages and their neighbouring communities. Further comprehension 
testing using Recorded Text Testing (RTT) could be used to confirm this conclusion.

There is indication that fewer So in Nong Nang Leung have sufficient comprehension of 
the Photi Phaisan variety, but this is based on one data set (table 28 on page 31). One data 
set alone is insufficient to generalize as to whether or not the So in Nong Nang Leung 
have inadequate comprehension of Photi Phaisan So. However, Nong Nang Leung has 
indications of relatively lower So language vitality than the other villages. Nong Nang 
Leung also appears to have higher potential of adequate mastery in Isan or CT compared 
to other villages. The only negative indication of adequate mastery in a LWC is the older 
generation speaking Isan poorly. Assuming Nong Nang Leung is unable to use materials 
developed in the Photi Phaisan variety, they may be able to use materials developed in 
either CT or Isan. Isan appears to be the LWC more widely used, but CT appears to be 
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favored more. Additional research would need to be conducted to confirm this finding, 
such as bilingualism testing in CT or Isan.

 6  Recommendations
It is worth investigating the reasons why Nong Nang Leung may potentially not be able 
to use materials developed in Photi Phaisan So. The team should probably find out if this 
village is an exception to the norm, or if there may be factors that suggest other villages 
with sociolinguistic situations like Nong Nang Leung would not able to use materials 
developed using Photi Phaisan So. 

The potential use of LWC materials in Nong Nang Leung (e.g. community development, 
literature sharing) requires a decision to be made between the two LWCs in this region 
(CT or Isan). Isan appears to be more widely used but CT seems to have a more positive 
status. The team would have to choose between adequate mastery (Isan seems better) and 
language attitudes (CT seems better).

It may be useful to consider conducting RTT to evaluate comprehension between other 
villages and the Photi Phaisan variety of So. RTT results would help to determine the 
extensibility of the current development project using Photi Phaisan So.
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Appendix A: List of So villages

Tables 61 and 62 contain a list of So villages in Sakon Nakhon and Nakhon Phanom provinces. Survey sites were selected from this list. 
Some villages were not selected because these have been surveyed or researched before. Villages listed with Markowski as source were 
provided by a So informant in Kusuman.

Sakon Nakhon province

District
อ0าเภอ

Subdistrict
ต0าบล

Village
หม �บ�าน

Population (village 
leader or KKU)

Lat/Long
หม �บ�าน

Distance to 
Kusuman27

Other Notes Village group Near main road Selection rationale

Kusuman
 อ. ก�ส�มาลย1

Kusuman
ต. ก�ส�มาลย1

Kusuman
บ. ก�ส�มาลย1

~17◦ 19’ 45”
~104◦ 20’ 15”

Mixed So and Isan; A yes

Kok Samhong
บ. กกส%มโฮง [ว. 
ซ%มโรง]

~17◦ 17’ 40”
~104◦ 19’ 20”

~4 km Two separate areas 
on RTS, marked 
the larger

A no

I Kut
บ. อ!ก�ด

672 ~17◦ 22’ 15”
~104◦ 19’ 20”

~5km A yes

 Nong Hoy
บ. หนองหอย
[ว. นองฮอย ป @ด, ว. 
นองฮอย ก�ยห1]

~17◦ 23’ 0”
~104◦ 19’ 50”

~7km Officially listed as 
one village, but 
have two parts, 
separated 
geographically

A yes

Na Pho
 ต. นาโพธA

Ban Born
บ. บอน

566 ~17◦ 21’ 0”
~104◦ 17’ 20”

~8km Maybe only 30-
40% So

A yes

Kha Kai
บ. ขาไก�

587 ~17◦ 21’ 40”
~104◦ 17’ 40”

~9km A yes

Khok Muang
บ. โคกม�วง

325 ~17◦ 22’ 0”
~104◦ 18’ 0”

~10km A yes

Khok Sawang
บ. โคกสว�าง

283 ~17◦ 22’ 30”
~104◦ 18’ 40”

~12km A yes

27 Average distance calculated from Map Magic program.
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District
อ0าเภอ

Subdistrict
ต0าบล

Village
หม �บ�าน

Population (village 
leader or KKU)

Lat/Long
หม �บ�าน

Distance to 
Kusuman

Other Notes Village group Near main road Selection rationale

Muang Kao
บ. เม/องเก�า

113 ~17◦ 20’ 40”
~104◦ 18’ 25”

~4km Surveyed before A yes Not selected – 
surveyed before

Photi Phaisan
ต. โพธไพศาล

Photi Phaisan
บ. โพธไพศาล

621 (VL)
579

~17◦ 22’ 10”
~104◦ 22’ 10”

~7km Spelled differently 
on some maps. 
Surveyed before

A yes Selected for pilot 
test and as 
reference/ prestige 
dialect village (even 
though surveyed 
before)

Khok Nong Pheu
บ. โคกหนองผ/อ

244 ~17◦ 20’ 50”
~104◦ 23’ 30”

~8km Newer village, not 
named on RTS

A no

Kutsagoi
บ. ก�ดสะกอย

415 ~17◦ 21’ 30”
~104◦ 24’ 30”

~11km A yes

Phon Phaeng
บ. โพนแพง

755 ~17◦ 23’ 25”
~104◦ 23’ 0”

~9km A yes

Huay Kok
บ. ห�วยกอก

381 ~17◦ 24’ 0”
~104◦ 22’ 20”

~11 km A yes

Nong Khem
บ. หนองเค<ม

268 ~17◦ 24’ 0”
~104◦ 22’ 0”

~12km A yes

Khok Klang
บ. โคกกลาง

170 Not on RTS yes

Kut Hu
บ. ก�ดฮ 

660 ~17◦ 24’ 0”
~104◦ 21’ 20”

~13km A yes

Phon Muang
บ. โพนม�วง

~17◦ 23’ 30”
~104◦ 21’ 40”

~12 km A yes

Table 61: So village list in Sakon Nakhon including selection rationale
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Nakhon Phanom province

District
อ0าเภอ

Subdistrict
ต0าบล

Village
หม �บ�าน

Population (village 
leader or KKU)

Lat/Long
หม �บ�าน

Distance to 
Kusuman

Other Notes Village group Near main road Selection rationale

Phon  Sawan
อ. โพนสวรรค1

Ban Kho
ต. บ�านค�อ28

Na Kham
บ. นาค0า

410? 523? Only older speak. 
Surveyed before

Not selected – 
surveyed before

Na Tao
บ. นาเต�า

425 17◦ 32’ 0”
104◦ 17’ 40”

~27km Not on RTS, but 
school is on Map 
Magic

C yes Selected for 
medium population

Ngiw
บ. ง,ว [ว. ต �วาร]

544 ~17◦ 31’ 0”
~104◦ 18’ 0”

~26km C yes

Sang Kaew 
บ. ส�รางแก�ว

302 ~26km New village; 
mostly moved 
from Ngiw

C yes

Khon Khii (?) Not sure, possibly 
So

Na Hua Bo
ต. นาห%วบ�อ

Nong Saeng
บ. หนองแสง

~27 km Not sure how 
many still speak So

Phon Tum
บ. โพนต ม

~17◦ 31’ 0”
~104◦ 22’ 0”

~27km

Phon Chan
ต. โพนจาน

Phon Chan
บ. โพนจาน

81 ? ~17◦ 26’ 0”
~104◦ 25’ 0”

~16km Alternative 
spellings, 
especially 
subdistrict

Bong Kham
บ. บงค0า [ว. บ%นบง]

329 17◦ 24’ 10”
104◦ 25’ 30”

~14km Informant’s student 
is there; school 
director is his 
friend; south of 
highway 2028

A1 no

Phon Chareon
บ. โพนเจรญ

Noi Siwilai
บ. น�อยศร!วล%ย [ว. 

A1 no Selected because 
most isolated

28 Ban Kho subdistrict has mostly Yaw speakers.
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District
อ0าเภอ

Subdistrict
ต0าบล

Village
หม �บ�าน

Population (village 
leader or KKU)

Lat/Long
หม �บ�าน

Distance to 
Kusuman

Other Notes Village group Near main road Selection rationale

ฮวยลาย]

Phon Sawan
ต.โพนสวรรค1

Nong Nang Leung
บ. หนองนางเลง 
[ว.อ! เลง]

806 ~17◦ 26’ 45”
~104◦ 28’ 35”

~22 km B yes Selected for big 
population

Khok Kong
บ. โคกก�อง

~17◦ 26’ 25”
~104◦ 29’ 30”

~25 km B yes

Phon Bok ?
ต. โพนบก

Phon Phek ?
บ. โพนเพ<ก

714 ~17◦ 26’ 50”
~104◦ 29’ 50”

~25km Need to confirm if 
this Phon Phek or 
in T. Phon Sawan 
OR T. Na Hua Bo

B yes

Na Khamin
ต. นาขม,น

(Ban) Dong
บ. ดง

~17◦ 31’ 30”
~104◦ 26’ 0”

~28km Not sure how 
many speak So; 
informant's 
ancestors are from 
here

Khok Na Di
บ. โคกนาด!

~17◦ 31’ 30”
~104◦ 29’ 0”

~30 km D yes

Na Khamin
บ. นาขม,น [ว. คะ
เมน]

470 ~17◦ 32’ 0”
~104◦ 29’ 30”

~31 km D yes Not selected – 
similar to village 
group B and C

Don Yang
บ. ดอนยาง [ว. ก�ด 
ปะก!�ยาว]

163 ~35km D no Selected for small 
population

Thung Noi
บ. ท��งน�อย

653 ~17◦ 32’ 0”
~104◦ 32’ 0”

~35km D no

Don Sawan
บ. ดอนสวรรค1

Na Nam Kham
บ. นาน0,าค0า [ว. น0า
ค0า]

187

Tha Uthen
อ. ท�าอ�เทน

Tha Cham Pa
ต. ท�าจ0าปา

Huai Phra
บ. ห�วยพระ

452 ~17◦ 34’ 0”
~104◦ 30’ 0”

~36 km Not named on 
RTS, but marked 
as village. 

E yes
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District
อ0าเภอ

Subdistrict
ต0าบล

Village
หม �บ�าน

Population (village 
leader or KKU)

Lat/Long
หม �บ�าน

Distance to 
Kusuman

Other Notes Village group Near main road Selection rationale

Surveyed before

Kham Haak
บ. ค0าฮาก [ว. นอง 
เดน]

Not in KKU 
website, so not 
sure this is listed in 
the right tambon; 
out past Thung 
Noi/Don Yang

Don Daeng
บ. ดอนแดง

223 ~17◦ 35’ 0”
~104◦ 29’ 0”

~39 km E yes

Don Daeng Noi
บ. ดอนแดงน�อย

E yes

Don Tiw
บ. ดอนต,ว

Kham Toey
บ. ค0าเตย

605 ~17◦ 34’ 0”
~104◦ 27’ 30”

~42km E yes Selected for large 
population

Pha Thai
ต. พะทาย

Pha Thai
บ. พะทาย [ว. ปะต!�
ยาย]

320 ~17◦ 45’ 0”
~104◦ 19’ 0”

~65 km Maybe 30-40 km 
north of Tha 
Uthen. Surveyed 
before

Not selected – 
surveyed before

Na Kha Tha
บ. นาข�าท�า

Na Di ?
บ. นาด!

Not sure if this was 
for  Pha Thai 
subdistrict; KKU 
does not list Na Di 
there

Table 62: So village list in  Nakhon Phanom including selection rationale
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Appendix B: Word list analysis methodology

The word list analysis follows lexicostatistical comparison methods. Words from 
different speech varieties are compared to see if cognate relationships exist between 
them. Lexically similar words are considered cognate pairs. The percentage of the sum of 
cognate pairs is then calculated to see if two speech varieties might be intelligible or not.

Words are broken down into segments and segment pairs between different speech 
varieties are compared following a set of criteria based on the Blair method (Nahhas and 
Mann 2007). Each segment pair is then assigned a category depending on whether it 
meets any of the criteria in the categories or not. The following categories show criteria 
used for this survey.

Category 1
a) exact matches
b) vowels differ by one phonological feature
c) phonetically similar consonants that occur consistently for at least 3 word pairs
d) the following consonant pairs occuring in the same position: [r-l], [tʃ-tç], [ʔ-k]

Category 2
a) vowels differ by more than one phonological feature
b) phonetically similar consonants by not consistently attested (less than 3 word 

pairs)

Category 3
a) phonetically dissimilar consonants
b) segments that correspond to nothing (absence-of-segment) in other variety

Ignore
a) breathy distinctions
b) vowel length
c) tonal distinctions

Once all segment pairs are assigned a category, the following rule is then applied to 
determine if the two words are lexically similar or not.

Two items are judged to be phonetically similar if:
1. at least 50% of the segments compared are in category 1, AND
2. at least 75% of the segments compared are in category 1 and category 2
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Only segments from the word's main syllable have been compared and analysed. So 
words, like most other Mon-Khmer languages, are made up of pre-syllables and main 
syllables. As with other Mon-Khmer languages, the semantic root lies in the main 
syllable. In his reconstruction of proto-Katuic, Sidwell (2004: 20) mentions that pre-
syllables generally reflect secondary information such as derivation or transitivity. Word 
studies on Katuic varieties such as Katu (Costello 1966)  and Pacoh (Watson 1966) 
provide evidence for this.

The following four words in table 63 from the So survey provide an example in 
identifying the main syllables for analysis:

English stone dog fruit tree

Photi Phaisan koːl ɐtʃɒːr pɐlɐj ɐluaŋ tɐnəm ɐluaŋ
Noi Siwilai koːl ɐtçɒːr pɐlaːj tɐnəm ɐluaŋ

Nong Nang Leung koːl atçɒːr palaj ʔaluaŋ tanəm ʔaluaŋ
Don Yang koːl ɐtçɒːr pɐlaj ɐluaŋ tɐnəm ɐluaŋ

Kham Toey koːl ɐtʃɒːh pɐlaj ɐluaŋ tɐnəm ɐluaŋ
Na Tao koːl ɐtʃɒː pɐlaj ɐluaŋ tɐnəm aluaŋ

Table 63: Example of four So words with minor and major syllables

The first word “stone” is unambiguously monosyllabic and can be compared directly. The 
following word “dog” contains a minor syllable in the form [a] or [ɐ], and a major 
syllable in the form [tʃɒːr], [tçɒːr], or other equivalents. The minor pre-syllable is ignored 
from the lexicostatistical  analysis as it does not add anything to the core meaning of the 
word. Only the main syllables are compared. In the following two words “fruit” and 
“tree”, the segment containing [luaŋ] suggests semantic content as relating to trees or 
plants and is ignored in the lexicostatistical analysis as it also likely does not impact the 
core meaning of the word.

Applying this method of identifying segments for comparison, the words are only 
compared based on the main syllable forms as found in table 64.
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English stone dog fruit tree

Photi Phaisan koːl tʃɒːr lɐj nəm
Noi Siwilai koːl tçɒːr laːj nəm

Nong Nang Leung koːl tçɒːr laj nəm
Don Yang koːl tçɒːr laj nəm

Kham Toey koːl tʃɒːh laj nəm
Na Tao koːl tʃɒː laj nəm

Table 64: Example of four So words with only the major syllables (containing root content)

The words are then compared between each village variety and each segment is assigned 
a specific category following the pre-determined criteria. For the four example words, 
this step would yield the following results in table 65.

English stone dog fruit tree

Photi Phaisan – Noi Siwilai 1a 1a 1a 1d 1a 1a 1a 1b 1a 1a 1a 1a

Photi Phaisan – Nong Nang Leung 1a 1a 1a 1d 1a 1a 1a 1b 1a 1a 1a 1a

Photi Phaisan – Don Yang 1a 1a 1a 1d 1a 1a 1a 1b 1a 1a 1a 1a

Photi Phaisan – Kham Toey 1a 1a 1a 1a 1a 3a 1a 1b 1a 1a 1a 1a

Photi Phaisan – Na Tao 1a 1a 1a 1a 1a 3b 1a 1b 1a 1a 1a 1a

Noi Siwilai – Nong Nang Leung 1a 1a 1a 1a 1a 1a 1a 1a 1a 1a 1a 1a

Noi Siwilai – Don Yang 1a 1a 1a 1a 1a 1a 1a 1a 1a 1a 1a 1a

Noi Siwilai – Kham Toey 1a 1a 1a 1d 1a 3a 1a 1a 1a 1a 1a 1a

Noi Siwilai – Na Tao 1a 1a 1a 1d 1a 3b 1a 1a 1a 1a 1a 1a

Nong Nang Leung – Don Yang 1a 1a 1a 1a 1a 1a 1a 1a 1a 1a 1a 1a

Nong Nang Leung – Kham Toey 1a 1a 1a 1d 1a 3a 1a 1a 1a 1a 1a 1a

Nong Nang Leung – Na Tao 1a 1a 1a 1d 1a 3b 1a 1a 1a 1a 1a 1a

Don Yang – Kham Toey 1a 1a 1a 1d 1a 3a 1a 1a 1a 1a 1a 1a

Don Yang – Na Tao 1a 1a 1a 1d 1a 3b 1a 1a 1a 1a 1a 1a

Kham Toey – Na Tao 1a 1a 1a 1a 1a 3b 1a 1a 1a 1a 1a 1a

Table 65: Lexical similarity criteria application

Applying the two rules for judging phonetic similarity, word varieties from each village 
can then be determined as lexically similar or not. See table 66.
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English stone dog fruit tree

Photi Phaisan – Noi Siwilai Yes Yes Yes Yes

Photi Phaisan – Nong Nang Leung Yes Yes Yes Yes

Photi Phaisan – Don Yang Yes Yes Yes Yes

Photi Phaisan – Kham Toey Yes No Yes Yes

Photi Phaisan – Na Tao Yes No Yes Yes

Noi Siwilai – Nong Nang Leung Yes Yes Yes Yes

Noi Siwilai – Don Yang Yes Yes Yes Yes

Noi Siwilai – Kham Toey Yes No Yes Yes

Noi Siwilai – Na Tao Yes No Yes Yes

Nong Nang Leung – Don Yang Yes Yes Yes Yes

Nong Nang Leung – Kham Toey Yes No Yes Yes

Nong Nang Leung – Na Tao Yes No Yes Yes

Don Yang – Kham Toey Yes No Yes Yes

Don Yang – Na Tao Yes No Yes Yes

Kham Toey – Na Tao Yes No Yes Yes

Table 66: Lexical analysis showing phonetic similarity (Yes or No)
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Appendix C: Domains of language use

26(a) 26(b) 26(c) 26(d) 26(e) 26(f) 26(g) 26(h) 26(i) 26(j) 26(k) 26(l) 26(m) 26(o) 26(n) 26(p)

HOME SOCIAL SETTING VILLAGE LEVEL BUSINESS GOVT

With 
parents 

Grand 
parents

Siblings Spouse Children Grand 
children...

Home So 
friends

Non-So 
friends

So in 
market

Non-So 
in market

Funeral Village 
meeting

Spirit 
ceremony

Govt 
worker

Teacher

So, Isan & 
Yaw

So — — — — — — — — — — — 2 1 — — —

So & Yaw — — — — — — — — — — — — 1 — — —

So & others — — — — — — — — — — — 1 — — — —

So & Isan 1 — 1 1 2 6 — 1 — 2 — 15 8 3 — —

So & CT — — — 1 — — — 1 — — — — — — — —

So 58 59 58 33 35 47 16 58 — 57 — 39 36 53 — —

Isan & Yaw — — 1 — — — — 10 — 6 — — — 1 —

Isan — — 1 2 — 3 1 — 34 1 36 2 5 1 23 2

CT & Yaw — — — — — 1 — — 1 — — — — — — —

CT & Isan — — — — — — — — 7 — 5 — 2 — 6 —

CT — — — — — — — — 1 — 2 — 3 — 28 6

Yaw — — — 2 1 — — — 5 — 5 — — — — —

-their 
language

— — — — — — — — 2 — 6 1 — — 2 —

-skip- — — — 20 22 3 43 — — — — — — — — 52

-not asked 1 1 — — — — — — — — — — — — — —

-don't know — — — — — — — — — — — — 4 3 — —

TOTAL 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 60

Table 67: Domains of language use
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Appendix D: Distribution of So phones based on collected 
word lists

Tables 68 and 69 show the phone distribution list based on the 117-item word lists 
collected in Photi Phaisan, Noi Siwilai, Nong Nang Leung, Don Yang, Kham Toey, and 
Na Tao

Consonants

Bilabial/Labiodental Dental/Alveolar/Post-alveolar Palatal/Velar Glottal

Plosives p, pʰ, pʷ, b t, tʰ, d k, kʰ ʔ

Nasals m n ŋ, ŋʲ
Trill r

Fricatives s, ʃ h

Affricates v tʃ, tç, tçʰ
Approximants w, ʋ l j

Table 68: List of consonants based on collected word lists

Vowels

Front Central Back

Close i, ɪ ɨ ɯ, u, ʊ
Close-mid e ɘ o

Open-mid ɛ ə ɔ
Open a ɐ ɒ

Table 69: List of vowels based on collected word lists
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Appendix E: Map
The following map shows the location of known So villages, including those that were 
visited for this survey.
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Appendix F: Word lists
The following 117-item word list was used to survey Noi Siwilai, Nong Nang Leung, 
Don Yang, Kham Toey, and Na Tao. The “Ref.434” column refers to the numbering of the 
same word-item in the 434-item word list. This word list takes only the words from the 
MSEA 434-item word list which have a weight of 3 based on Mann’s MSEA comparative 
word list (matching 2004 print copy). Some words were not found in the 434-item MSEA 
wordlist and have been added with their Thai translations: These are #38, #73, and #80.

# Ref. 
434 English Central Thai # Ref. 

434 English Central Thai

1 1 sky ท�องฟBา 60 200 to sew (cloth) เย<บ (ผ�า)
2 2 sun พระอาทตย1 [

ดวงอาทตย1]
61 212 fire ไฟ

3 3 moon พระจ%นทร1 [ดวง
จ%นทร1] 62 213 ashes ข!,เถ�า

4 4 star ดวงดาว 63 214 smoke คว%น
5 5 cloud เมฆ 64 223 to smell ได�กล�น
6 7 rain ฝน 65 224 to see เห<น
7 11 wind ลม 66 227 to eat กน
8 12 night กลางค/น 67 230 to be full อ�ม
9 18 year ป3 68 232 to drink 

(water) ด/�ม (น,0า)

10 23 water น,0า 69 234 to vomit อาเจ!ยน
11 24 river แม�น,0า 70 235 to spit ถ�ย [ถ�ม]
12 26 earth, soil ดน 71 239 to breathe หายใจ
13 29 stone หน 72 240 to blow (air) เป@า (ลม)
14 35 mountain ภ เขา 73 to squeeze ร%ด/บ!บ
15 38 tree ต�นไม� 74 244 to laugh ห%วเราะ
16 42 root ราก 75 252 to know ร �
17 43 leaf ใบ 76 259 to be afraid กล%ว
18 44 flower ดอก 77 261 to sleep นอนหล%บ
19 45 fruit ผลไม� 78 267 to scratch เกา
20 47 grass หญ�า 79 269 to die ตาย
21 71 salt เกล/อ 80 to live (not die) อย � (ไม�ตาย)
22 72 animal ส%ตว1 81 271 to sit น%�ง
23 81 dog หมา [ส�น%ข] 82 272 to stand ย/น
24 83 to bite ก%ด 83 283 to fall ตก
25 87 milk 

(breast/milk) น,0านม 84 288 to give ให�

26 89 horn (of 
buffalo)

เขา (ของด
วาย) 85 289 to tie ผ ก

27 90 tail หาง 86 291 to rub, scrub ถ 
28 93 bird นก 87 292 to wash ล�าง
29 95 wing ป3ก 88 297 to cut (hair) ต%ด (ผม)
30 96 feather ขนนก 89 301 to dig ข�ด
31 98 egg ไข� 90 308 to burn เผา
32 101 fish ปลา 91 314 to hunt ล�า
33 102 snake ง 92 315 to kill ฆ�า
34 110 louse (head) เหา 93 322 one (person) หน��ง (คน)
35 116 fly แมลงว%น 94 323 two (persons) สอง (คน)
36 119 head ห%ว 95 324 three (persons) สาม (คน)
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# Ref. 
434 English Central Thai # Ref. 

434 English Central Thai

37 122 hair ผม 96 325 four (persons) ส!� (คน)
38 neck คอ 97 326 five (persons) ห�า (คน)
39 125 eye ตา 98 334 to be many 

(people) หลาย (คน)

40 127 nose จม ก 99 341 to be long ยาว
41 129 ear ห 100 345 to be thick หนา
42 130 mouth ปาก 101 346 to be thin บาง
43 131 tongue ล,น 102 353 to be round กลม
44 133 tooth ฟ6น 103 355 right (side) (ด�าน) ขวา
45 139 abdomen 

(belly) ท�อง 104 356 left (side) (ด�าน) ซ�าย

46 141 heart ห%วใจ 105 358 to be far ไกล
47 143 liver ต%บ 106 359 to be near ใกล�
48 144 intestines ล0าไส� 107 362 black ด0า
49 145 hand ม/อ 108 363 white ขาว
50 150 fingernail เล<บม/อ 109 364 red แดง
51 157 foot เท�า 110 368 to be new ใหม�
52

159 bone กระด ก 111 369
to be old 
(thing not 
person)

เก�า

53 162 fat ไขม%น 112 383 to be cold หนาว
54 163 skin ผวหน%ง 113 384 to be sharp 

(knife) คม (ม!ด)

55 164 blood เล/อด 114 386 to be heavy หน%ก
56 171 person คน 115 416 I (1st singular) ฉ%น
57 174 child (one’s 

own) ล ก 116 420 you, thou  (2nd 

singular) ค�ณ

58 182 name ช/�อ 117 430 warm อ��น
59 184 road, path ถนน, ทาง
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Appendix G: Knowledegeable sociolinguistic questionnaire

Questions Central Thai
1. Interviewee Number
2. Survey
3. Village Name
4. Interviewer Name
5. Date
6. Language of Elicitation
7. Language of Response
8. Interpreter Name (if needed)
9. Comments (anything unusual or noteworthy 

about this interview)
10. What is your name? พ!�ช/�ออะไร คร%บ
11. Gender
12. How old are you? อาย�เท�าไหร� คร%บ
13. Are you married? แต�งงานแล�วหร/อย%ง คร%บ
14. (if MARRIED) Do you have any children? ม!ล กไหม คร%บ

(a) (if YES) How many? ม!ก!�คน คร%บ
15. What is your job? ท0างานอะไร คร%บ
16. Up to what level of education did you 

complete?
เร!ยนจบช%,นอะไร คร%บ

(a) What school did you go to? เร!ยนท!�โรงเร!ยนไหน คร%บ
(b) Over there, what language do the teachers 

use to teach?
ท!�น%�นคร ใช�ภาษาอะไรสอน คร%บ

17. Where were you born? เกดท!�ไหน คร%บ
18. Where did you grow up? เตบโตท!�ไหน คร%บ
19. Where do you live now? ตอนน!,อย �ท!�ไหน คร%บ
20. How long have you lived there/here? อย �ท!� น!�/น%�น มานานเท�าไรแล�ว คร%บ
21. What language did you speak first as a child? ตอนเป	นเด<กพ ดภาษาอะไรได�เป	นภาษาแรก คร%บ
22. Now, can you speak any other languages? ตอนน!, พ ดภาษาอ/�นได�ไหม คร%บ
23. Which language do you speak best? พ ดภาษาอะไรเก�งท!�ส�ด คร%บ

(a) .…do you speak second best? ...พ ดเก�งเป	นอ%นด%บท!�สอง ละคร%บ
(b) .…do you speak third best? ...พ ดเก�งเป	นอ%นด%บท!�สาม ละคร%บ

24. Where was your father born? พ�อเกดท!�ไหน คร%บ
(a) What about your mother... where was she 

born? 
แม�ละคร%บ... แม�เกดท!�ไหน คร%บ

(b) What people group is your father? พ�อเป	นคนเผ�าอะไร คร%บ
(c) What about your mother... what people 

group is she?
แม�ละคร%บ... เป	นคนเผ�าอะไร คร%บ

(d) What language did your father usually speak 
to you when you were a child?

ตอนพ!�เป	นเด<ก พ�อพ ดภาษาอะไรก%บพ!� คร%บ
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(e) What about your mother... what language did 
she usually speak to you when you were a 
child?

แม�ละคร%บ... แม�พ ดภาษาอะไรก%บพ!� คร%บ

(f) When you were a child, what language did 
your parents speak to each other?

ตอนพ!�เป	นเด<ก พ�อก%บแม�พ ดภาษาอะไรก%น คร%บ

25. (if MARRIED) Where was your husband/wife 
born?

สาม!/ภรรยา เกดท!�ไหน คร%บ

(a) What people group is your husband/wife 
from?

สาม!/ภรรยา เป	นคนเผ�าอะไร คร%บ

26. What is the official name of this village? ช/�อท!�เป	นทางการของหม �บ�านน!, ช/�ออะไร คร%บ
(a) What “Tambon” is it in?
(b) What “Amphoe” is it in?

ต0าบลอะไร คร%บ
อ0าเภออะไร คร%บ

27. How many houses are in this village? หม �บ�านน!,ม!ก!�หล%งคาเร/อน คร%บ
28. What is the total number of people in this 

village?
หม �บ�านน!,ม!ท%,งหมดก!�คน คร%บ

29. In this village, what are the people groups here? ในหม �บ�านน!, ม!คนเผ�า อะไรบ�าง คร%บ
(a) Which group is the most? เผ�าไหน ม!คนมากท!�ส�ด คร%บ
(b) Which group is the second most? เผ�าไหน ม!คนมากเป	นอ%นด%บท!�สอง คร%บ

 i. About how many houses? ม!ประมาณ ก!�หล%งคาเร/อน คร%บ
 ii. About how many people? ม!คนประมาณก!�คน คร%บ

(c) Which group is the third most? เผ�าไหนม!คนมากเป	นอ%นด%บท!�สาม คร%บ
 i. About how many houses? ม!ประมาณ ก!�หล%งคาเร/อน คร%บ
 ii. About how many people? ม!คนประมาณก!�คน คร%บ

30. Now, if counting by percentage, are there more 
So people or fewer?

ในป6จจ�บ%นน!, ถ�าคดเป	นเปอร1เซ<นต1 ม!คนโส� มากข�,น
หร/อน�อยลง คร%บ

31. Where did the people who live in this village 
come from?

ชาวบ�านในหม �บ�านน!, ย�ายมาจากท!�ไหน คร%บ

(a) Since when did they move here? ย�ายมาอย �ท!�น!� ต%,งแต�เม/�อไหร� คร%บ
(b) (if moved here RECENTLY) When they 

moved here, what other groups were they 
around?

ตอนท!�ย�ายมาม!คนเผ�า อะไรอย �ร�วมก%นบ�าง คร%บ

(c) (if moved here RECENTLY) When they first 
moved here, what other languages were used 
here?

และตอนท!�ย�ายมาตอนแรกม!ภาษาอะไรบ�างท!�ใช�ท!�น!� 
คร%บ

(d) Why did they move here? เขาย�ายมาอย �ท!�น!� เพราะอะไร คร%บ
(e) Do people from here still keep in contact 

with people from [mention place came 
from]?

คนท!�น!� ย%งตดต�อก%บคนท!�น%�นอย �ไหม คร%บ 

32. Is there a school in this village? หม �บ�านน!,ม!โรงเร!ยนไหม คร%บ
(a) (if YES) Until what levels are taught? สอนถ�งช%,นไหน คร%บ
(b) (if YES) What language is used for teaching? การสอนใช�ภาษาอะไร คร%บ
(c) Do you know if the teachers use So to help 

in teaching?
พ!�ทราบไหมว�า คร ใช�ภาษาโส� ช�วยในการสอนหร/อ
เปล�า คร%บ

(d) (if YES) The students in this school are what 
people groups?

น%กเร!ยนท!�โรงเร!ยน เป	นคนเผ�าอะไรบ�าง คร%บ

(e) (if YES) Which ethnic group has the most 
students?

เผ�าไหนม!น%กเร!ยนมากท!�ส�ด คร%บ
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(f) (if YES) Which ethnic group has the second 
most students?

เผ�าไหนม!น%กเร!ยนมากอ%นด%บท!�สอง คร%บ

(g) (if YES) Which ethnic group has the third 
most students?

เผ�าไหนม!น%กเร!ยนมากอ%นด%บท!�สาม คร%บ

33. Do any children go to any other villages/towns 
for school?

ม!เด<ก ๆ ไปเร!ยน ท!�หม �บ�านอ/�น หร/อในเม/องไหม คร%บ

(a) (if YES) Mostly, do the children study here 
or other places? How many?

ส�วนมากเด<กเร!ยนท!�น!�หร/อเร!ยนท!�อ/�น คร%บ
มากขนาดไหน คร%บ

(b) (if YES) Where? ท!�ไหน คร%บ
(c) (if YES) What levels do they go for? เขาไปเร!ยนช%,นอะไร คร%บ
(d) (if YES) What is the language of instruction 

in that school?
โรงเร!ยนน%,น สอนใช�ภาษาอะไร คร%บ

(e) Do you know if the teachers use So to help 
in teaching?

พ!�ทราบไหมว�า คร ใช�ภาษาโส� ช�วยในการสอนหร/อ
เปล�า คร%บ

(f) (if YES) The students in that school are what 
people groups?

น%กเร!ยนโรงเร!ยนน%,น เป	นคนเผ�าอะไรบ�าง คร%บ

34. About how many years of education do 
children from this village usually complete?

ส�วนมาก เด<ก ๆ เร!ยนจบช%,นอะไร คร%บ

35. Other than So, what other languages do people 
speak in this village?

ท!�หม �บ�านน!, นอกจากภาษาโส� แล�ว ชาวบ�านพ ดภาษา
อะไรอ!กบ�าง คร%บ

36. [Ask for each language given in #35]
(a) What type of people speak [language] well? คนกล��มไหนท!�พ ดภาษา [___] เก�ง  คร%บ
(b) Are there any types of people in this village 

who speak [language] poorly?
แล�วม!คนท!�พ ดภาษา [___] ไม�เก�งไหม คร%บ

 i. What types of people? เป	นใครบ�าง คร%บ
37. Other than So, which language is used by the 

most people in this village?
นอกจากภาษาโส� แล�ว ในหม �บ�านน!, คนส�วนใหญ�ใช�
ภาษา อะไร คร%บ

38. Meaning to say, in this village, the language 
used by the most people is So, and the second-
most is [Refer language #37]. If so, what is the 
third-most?

สร�ปว�า ในหม �บ�านน!, ใช�ภาษาโส� มากท!�ส�ดเป	นอ%นด%บ
หน��ง และ ใช�ภาษา [___] มากเป	นอ%นด%บท!�สอง แล�ว
ภาษาท!� ใช�มากเป	นอ%นด%บท!�สามค/อภาษาอะไร คร%บ

(a) About how many speak [Refer language 
#37]? (1) All (2) Most (3) Half (4) Some

คนท!�พ ดภาษา [___] ม!ประมาณ ก!�คน คร%บ
เช�น (1)ท�กคน (2)ส�วนมาก (3)คร��งหน��ง  (4)บางคน

(b) About how many speak [Refer language 
#38]? (1) All (2) Most (3) Half (4) Some

คนท!�พ ดภาษา [___] ม!ประมาณ ก!�คน คร%บ
เช�น (1)ท�กคน (2)ส�วนมาก (3)คร��งหน��ง (4)บางคน

39. Do you know of any So people in this village 
who don’t speak So any more?

ในหม �บ�านน!,ม!คนโส�ท!�ไม�พ ดภาษาโส�แล�วไหม คร%บ

(a) (if YES) Are there many? ม!มากไหม คร%บ
(b) (if YES) What languages do they speak? พวกเขาพ ดภาษาอะไรบ�าง คร%บ

40. Are there So people in this village who speak 
So poorly?

ในหม �บ�านน!, ม!คนโส�ท!�พ ดภาษาโส� ไม�ค�อยเก�ง ไหม 
คร%บ

(a) (if YES) What types of people? เป	นคนกล��มไหน คร%บ
(b) (if YES) What languages do they speak 

well?
พวกเขาพ ดภาษาอะ ไรเก�งบ�าง คร%บ

(c) (if YES) What language do you use with 
them?

แล�วพ!�พ ดภาษาอะไรก%บเขา คร%บ

41. Are there people in this village who speak only 
So?

ในหม �บ�านน!, ม!คนโส�ท!�พ ดแต�ภาษาโส� เท�าน%,น ไหม 
คร%บ
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(a) (if YES) What types of people? เป	นคนกล��มไหน คร%บ
42. In this village, is it common for So people to 

marry people from other groups?
ท!�หม �บ�านน!, คนโส�แต�งงานก%บคนเผ�าอ/�นเป	นเร/�อง
ธรรมดาไหม คร%บ

(a) (if YES) What people groups do they marry? แต�งงานก%บคนเผ�าอะไรบ�าง คร%บ
(b) People who marry people from other groups; 

are there many? (1) All (2) Most (3) Half (4) 
Some

คนท!�แต�งงานก%บคนเผ�าอ/�น ม!มากไหม คร%บ
เช�น (1)ท�กคน (2)ส�วนมาก (3)คร��งหน��ง (4)บางคน

43. If a So person from this village marries a 
person from another group, usually where do 
they live? [in So area or outside]

ถ�าม!คนโส�จากหม �บ�านน!,แต�งงานก%บคนเผ�าอ/�น ปกต
เขาจะอย �ท!�ไหนก%น คร%บ [ท!�หม �บ�านโส� หร/อ ท!�อ/�น]

(a) Usually, what language do their children 
speak first?

ปกตล กเขาจะพ ดภาษาอะไรได�ก�อน คร%บ

(b) (if NOT So) Can they speak So? แล�วล กพ ดภาษาโส� ได�ไหม คร%บ
44. Are there cassettes/CDs in So? ม!เทป หร/อ แผ�นซ!ด! ท!�เป	นภาษาโส� ไหม คร%บ

(a) Do people listen to them? ม!คนฟ6ง ไหม คร%บ
45. Have you ever seen anything written in So? พ!�เคยเห<นอะไรท!�เข!ยนเป	นภาษาโส�ไหม คร%บ

(a) What things? เป	นอะไร คร%บ
(b) Do people read them? ม!คนอ�าน บ�างไหม คร%บ

46. What language is used at public meetings? ในการประช�มของหม �บ�าน ใช�ภาษาอะไร คร%บ
(a) (if NOT So) Do they ever use So in public 

meetings?
เคยม!การใช�ภาษาโส�ในการประช�มของหม �บ�านไหม 
คร%บ

47. What language is used in official notices? หมายประกาศหลวง ใช�ภาษาอะไร คร%บ
48. What language is used at funerals? เวลาจ%ดพธ!ศพ ใช�ภาษาอะไร คร%บ
49. Are announcements (loudspeaker) made in So? เส!ยงตามสาย ใช�ภาษาโส�ไหม คร%บ
50. Do you know of outsiders who have lived in 

the area for a while and researched about So?
พ!�ทราบบ�างไหมคร%บว�า ม!คนท!�เคยมาอย �ท!�น!�ไม�นาน 
และ ท0าการวจ%ยเก!�ยวก%บภาษาโส� ไหมคร%บ

(a) Who? เป	นใคร คร%บ
51. Are there radio programs in So? ม!รายการวทย�ท!�เป	นภาษาโส�ไหม คร%บ

(a) Do you listen to it? พ!�ฟ6งรายการน%,นไหม คร%บ
(b) Do you know if other people listen to it? พ!�ทราบไหมว�า ม!คนอ/�นฟ6งรายการน%,นด�วยหร/อเปล�า 

คร%บ
52. Are any of your young people from this village 

now living in towns/cities? Example: Bangkok, 
Khon Khaen

ม!คนหน��มสาวจากหม �บ�านน!, ไปอย �ในเม/องไหม คร%บ 
เช�น ขอนแก�น กร�งเทพ ฯลฯ

(a) (if YES) Why did they go? พวกเขาไปท0าอะไรบ�าง คร%บ
(b) (if YES) Do very many go? คนท!�ไป ม!มากไหม คร%บ
(c) (if YES) Do they come back to live here (to 

stay)?
แล�วพวกเขาจะย�ายกล%บมาอย �ท!�น!�ไหม คร%บ

53. Do people from this village visit other So 
villages?

คนหม �บ�านน!,ได�ไปเย!�ยมหม �บ�านโส�ท!�อ/�นบ�างไหม คร%บ

(a) Where? ท!�ไหน คร%บ
Which villages do you think speak differently from 
this village?

พ!�คดว�า หม �บ�านไหนท!�พ ดภาษาโส� ต�างจากหม �บ�านน!,
บ�าง คร%บ

The villages that speak differently...
The villages that speak the same...

หม �บ�านท!�พ ด ต�างก%น...
หม �บ�านท!�พ ด เหม/อนก%น...

(b) Do very many go? ...คนท!�ไปมากไหม คร%บ
(c) Why do they go? ...ไปท0าอะไรบ�าง คร%บ
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(d) How often do they go? ...ไปบ�อยแค�ไหน คร%บ
(e) Are they able to speak to each other in So or 

do they have to use another language?
...เวลาค�ยก%น เขาใช�ภาษาโส�ไหม หร/อ ต�องใช�ภาษา
อ/�น คร%บ

(f) (if they USE So) Do they have any trouble 
understanding each other?

...เขาม!ป6ญหาในการเข�าใจก%นบ�างไหม คร%บ

(g) (if they USE So) Do they have to adjust the 
way they speak So to communicate? 
[Example: accent, vocabulary, slower]

...เพ/�อจะค�ยให�เข�าใจก%น เขาต�องปร%บการพ ดภาษาโส�
ของเขาไหม คร%บ [อย�างเช�น ส0าเน!ยง ค0าศ%พท1 พ ดช�า
ลง]

54. Were there any distractions or interruptions that 
interfered with the flow of the interview or 
seemed to influence some of the responses?

55. Did the subject seem to understand the 
language of elicitation?

56. Did the subject seem shy or fairly confident 
about expressing his/her opinions?

57. Did the interpreter change any of the questions? 
Note what was actually asked.

58. Other observations about the interview?
59. Were there any questions that seemed to work 

really well? Which questions? Why?
60. Were there any questions that seemed to not 

work well? Which questions? Why?
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Appendix H: Individual sociolinguistic questionnaire

Preliminary Information Central Thai
1. Interviewee Number
2. Survey
3. Village Name
4. Interviewer Name
5. Date
6. Language of Elicitation
7. Language of Response
8. Interpreter Name (if needed)
9. Comments (anything unusual or noteworthy 

about this interview)
10. What is your name? พ!�ช/�ออะไร คร%บ
11. Gender
12. How old are you? อาย�เท�าไหร� คร%บ
13. Are you married? แต�งงานแล�วหร/อย%ง คร%บ
14. (if MARRIED) Do you have any children? ม!ล กไหม คร%บ

(a) (if YES) How many? ม!ก!�คน คร%บ
15. What is your job? ท0างานอะไร คร%บ
16. Up to what level of education did you 

complete?
เร!ยนจบช%,นอะไร คร%บ

(a) What school did you go to? เร!ยนท!�โรงเร!ยนไหน คร%บ
(b) Over there, what language do the teachers 

use to teach?
ท!�น%�นคร ใช�ภาษาอะไรสอน คร%บ

17. Where were you born? เกดท!�ไหน คร%บ
18. Where did you grow up? เตบโตท!�ไหน คร%บ
19. Where do you live now? ตอนน!,อย �ท!�ไหน คร%บ
20. How long have you lived there/here? อย �ท!� น!�/น%�น มานานเท�าไรแล�ว คร%บ
21. What language did you speak first as a child? ตอนเป	นเด<กพ ดภาษาอะไรได�เป	นภาษาแรก คร%บ
22. Now, can you speak any other languages? ตอนน!, พ ดภาษาอ/�นได�ไหม คร%บ
23. Which language do you speak best? พ ดภาษาอะไรเก�งท!�ส�ด คร%บ

(a) .…do you speak second best? ...พ ดเก�งเป	นอ%นด%บท!�สอง ละคร%บ
(b) .…do you speak third best? ...พ ดเก�งเป	นอ%นด%บท!�สาม ละคร%บ

24. Where was your father born? พ�อเกดท!�ไหน คร%บ
(a) What about your mother... where was she 

born? 
แม�ละคร%บ... แม�เกดท!�ไหน คร%บ

(b) What people group is your father? พ�อเป	นคนเผ�าอะไร คร%บ
(c) What about your mother... what people 

group is she?
แม�ละคร%บ... เป	นคนเผ�าอะไร คร%บ

(d) What language did your father usually speak 
to you when you were a child?

ตอนพ!�เป	นเด<ก พ�อพ ดภาษาอะไรก%บพ!� คร%บ
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(e) What about your mother... what language 
did she usually speak to you when you were 
a child?

แม�ละคร%บ... แม�พ ดภาษาอะไรก%บพ!� คร%บ

(f) When you were a child, what language did 
your parents speak to each other?

ตอนพ!�เป	นเด<ก พ�อก%บแม�พ ดภาษาอะไรก%น คร%บ

25. (if MARRIED) Where was your husband/wife 
born?

สาม!/ภรรยา เกดท!�ไหน คร%บ

(a) What people group is your husband/wife 
from?

สาม!/ภรรยา เป	นคนเผ�าอะไร คร%บ

26. What languages do you speak… พ!�พ ดภาษาอะไร...
(a) .… with your parents? ...ก%บพ�อแม� คร%บ
(b) .…with your grandparents? ...ก%บป @ย�าตายาย คร%บ
(c) .…with your siblings? ...ก%บพ!�น�อง คร%บ
(d) (if MARRIED) …with your husband/wife? ...ก%บ สาม!/ภรรยา คร%บ
(e) (if HAVE children) …with your children? ...ก%บล กละ คร%บ
(f) (if OLD and HAVE children) …with your 

grandchildren / nieces / nephews?
...ก%บหลานละ คร%บ

(g) [if NOT CLEAR] So, in your house, what 
language do you use the most?

ถ�าอย�างน%,น ในบ�านของพ!� พ!�พ ดภาษาอะไรมากท!�ส�ด 
คร%บ

(h) What languages do you speak with So 
friends?

พ!�พ ดภาษาอะไรก%บเพ/�อนคนโส� คร%บ

(i) .…with non- So friends? ...ก%บเพ/�อนท!�ไม�ใช�คนโส� คร%บ
(j) .…at the market with So people? ...ก%บคนโส�ท!�ตลาค คร%บ
(k) .…at the market with non- So people? ...ก%บคนท!�ไม�ใช�โส�ท!�ตลาค คร%บ
(l) .…at a funeral? ...ท!�งานศพ คร%บ
(m) .…at a village meeting? ...ในการประช�มหม �บ�าน คร%บ
(n) .…with a government worker? ...ก%บเจ�าพน%กงานร%ฐ คร%บ
(o) .... at a spirit ceremony? ...เวลาท0าพธ!เก!�ยวก%บผ! คร%บ
(p) .…with your teacher? ...ก%บคร  คร%บ

27. Do you think of yourself first as Thai, Isan, So, 
or something else?

ความคดแรก พ!�คดว�าต%วเองเป	นคนอะไร คร%บ
คนไทย คนอ!สาน คนโส� หร/อ คนเผ�าอ/�น

28. Can you buy something in Central Thai/Isan? พ!�สามารถใช� ภาษาไทย/อ!สาน ในการซ/,อของได�ไหม 
คร%บ

29. Can you tell about your family in Central Thai/
Isan?

พ!� สามารถใช� ภาษาไทย/อ!สาน เล�าเร/�องเก!�ยวก%บ
ครอบคร%ว ได�ไหม คร%บ

30. If you overhear two Central Thai/Isan people 
speaking Central Thai/Isan in the market can 
you describe in So again (what you heard)?

ถ�าพ!�ได�ยนคนไทย/อ!สาน พ ด ภาษาไทย/อ!สาน ท!�
ตลาด พ!�จะสามารถอธบายซ,0าเป	นภาษาโส� ได�ไหม 
คร%บ

31. Could you use Central Thai/Isan to explain 
work to a Central Thai/Isan speaker so he can 
do it himself?

สมมตว�าพ!�จะอธบายงานให�ก%บคนไทย/อ!สาน เพ/�อให�
เขาท0างานด�วยต%วเอง พ!�จะอธบายเป	นภาษาไทย/
อ!สานได�ไหม คร%บ

32. Can you speak Central Thai/Isan as fast as a 
Central Thai/Isan person and still be 
understood?

พ!�พ ดภาษาไทย/อ!สาน เร<วเท�าก%บคนไทย/อ!สานได�
ไหม และคนฟ6งจะเข�าใจไหม คร%บ

33. Can you speak Central Thai/Isan as well as a 
Central Thai/Isan person?

พ!�คดว�า พ!�พ ด ภาษาไทย/อ!สาน ได�ด!เท�าก%บคนไทย/
อ!สานไหม คร%บ
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34. Do you ever meet So people from Photi 
Phaisan village?

พ!�เคยพบก%บคนท!�มาจาก เม/อง   โพ   ไหม คร%บ

(a) (If YES) What language do you use when 
speaking with So people from Photi Phaisan 
village?

พ!�ใช�ภาษาอะไรเม/�อค�ยก%บคนท!�มาจาก เม/อง   โพ   คร%บ

(b) Do you speak the kind of So from this 
village or the kind from Photi Phaisan 
village?

พ!�พ ดภาษาโส�แบบหม �บ�านน!, หร/อแบบของ เม/อง   โพ   
คร%บ

(c) Do you have to change your style of 
speaking to understand each other?

พ!�ต�องปร%บการพ ด เพ/�อจะให�เข�าใจก%นไหม คร%บ

 i. (if YES) Change how? ปร%บย%งไง คร%บ
35. [If they answer something other than “So”] 

Why don’t you use So with them?
ท0าไมไม�ใช�ภาษาโส�ก%บเขา คร%บ

36. When you hear someone speak Photi Phaisan 
village So variety, do you understand (1) 
everything (2) most things (3) some things or 
(4) nothing at all?

เวลาพ!�ได�ยนคนพ ดภาษาโส�แบบ เม/อง   โพ   พ!�เข�าใจ
ได� (1)ท%,งหมด (2)ส�วนมาก  (3)บางอย�าง (4)ไม�
เข�าใจเลย

(a) (if NOT “everything”) How is So from Photi 
Phaisan village different with So from this 
village?

โส�แบบ เม/อง   โพ   ก%บ โส�แบบหม �บ�านน!, ต�างก%น ย%งไง
คร%บ

37. What language do So children in this village 
speak first?

เด<กๆ โส�ท!�หม �บ�านน!, พ ดภาษาอะไรเป	นภาษาแรก 
คร%บ

38. When So children in this village play together, 
what language do they use?

ตอนท!�เด<กๆ โส�ท!�หม �บ�านน!,เล�นด�วยก%น เขาใช�ภาษา
อะไร คร%บ

(a) How do you feel about that? พ!�ร �ส�กย%งไง คร%บ
39. When the children in this village have never 

even gone to school at all, when they are still 
small, can they speak any other languages other 
than So?

ตอนท!�เด<ก ๆ หม �บ�านน!,ย%งไม�เคยไปโรงเร!ยนเลย ตอน
ท!�ย%งเล<กอย � เขาสามารถพ ดภาษาอ/�นนอกจากภาษา
โส� ได�ไหม คร%บ

(a) (if YES) What languages? ภาษาอะไรบ�าง คร%บ
40. Do you think the So children in this village 

speak  So well?
พ!�คดว�าเด<กๆ โส�ในหม �บ�านน!, พ ดภาษาโส�เก�งไหม 
คร%บ

(a) (if NO) How do they not speak well? พ ดภาษาโส�ไม�เก�งย%งไง คร%บ
(b) (if NO) How do you feel about that? พ!�ร �ส�กย%งไง คร%บ

41. When speaking with their children, what 
language do So parents use?

เวลาพ�อแม�คนโส�ค�ยก%บล ก ๆ เขาพ ดภาษาอะไร คร%บ

(a) (If not So) Why? เพราะอะไร คร%บ
42. If a So person is married to a non-So person, 

what language do they use with their children?
ถ�าคนโส�แต�งงานก%บคนท!�ไม�ใช�คนโส� เขาจะใช�ภาษา
อะไรค�ยก%บล กของเขา คร%บ

(a) (if So NOT mentioned) Do they use So? เขาจะใช�ภาษาโส�ไหม คร%บ
(b) (if DON'T use So) Why? เพราะอะไรคร%บ

43. Do your children ever speak Central Thai/Isan 
at home?

ล กของพ!�เคยพ ดภาษาไทย/อ!สาน ท!�บ�านไหม คร%บ

(a) [For each language] How do you feel when 
they do that?

พ!�ร �ส�กย%งไง คร%บ

(b) [For each language] Why? เพราะอะไร คร%บ
44. If a young So person married a Central 

Thai/Isan person, do you think it is good or 
not?

ถ�าม!คนโส�แต�งงานก%บคนไทย/อ!สาน พ!�คดว�าด!หร/อ
เปล�า คร%บ
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(a) (if NO) Why? เพราะอะไร คร%บ
(b) Are there a lot of marriages between So and 

Central Thai/Isan?
ในหม �บ�านน!, การแต�งงานคนโส�ก%บคนไทย/อ!สาน ม!
มากไหม คร%บ

 i. How many? น!,ก!�ค � คร%บ
45. If a young So person married a person from 

Photi Phaisan village, do you think it is good or 
not?

ถ�าม!คนโส�แต�งงานก%บ ท!�มาจาก เม/อง   โพ   พ!�คดว�าด!
หร/อเปล�า คร%บ

(a) (if NO) Why? เพราะอะไร คร%บ
(b) Are there a lot of marriages between So and 

people from Photi Phaisan village?
ในหม �บ�านน!, การแต�งงานคนโส�ก%บคนท!�มาจาก เม/อง 
โพ ม!มากไหม คร%บ

(c) How many? น!,ก!�คน คร%บ
46. Are there So people in the village who have 

stopped speaking So?
ในหม �บ�านน!, ม!คนโส� ท!�เลกพ ดภาษาโส�แล�ว ไหม คร%บ

(a) (if YES) Why? เพราะอะไร คร%บ
(b) (if YES) How do you feel about that? พ!�ร �ส�กย%งไง คร%บ

47. 20 years from now, will there be children of 
this village who can speak So?

พ!�คดว�าอ!ก 20 ป3ข�างหน�า จะย%งคงม!เด<ก ๆ ในหม �บ�าน
น!,ท!�พ ดภาษาโส�อย � ไหม คร%บ

(a) (if NO) How do you feel about that? พ!�ร �ส�กย%งไง คร%บ
48. Do you want to see your children pass on and 

preserve So identity?
พ!�อยากเห<นล กหลาน ส/บทอด และ ร%กษาความเป	น
คนโส�ไว�ไหม คร%บ

(a) What do you want them to pass on and 
preserve?

อยากจะให�เขาส/บทอด และ ร%กษาอะไรบ�าง คร%บ

(b) Why? เพราะอะไร คร%บ
49. Are the young people in this village 

abandoning the So customs?
ม!คนหน��มสาวในหม �บ�านน!, ท!�เลกท0าตาม ธรรมเน!ยม 
คนโส�ไหม คร%บ

(a) (if YES) Why? เพราะอะไร คร%บ
50. Do you know of any books written using  So? พ!�ทราบไหมว�า ม!หน%งส/อท!�เป	นภาษาโส�บ�างไหม คร%บ
51. Have you ever read or written So? พ!�เคยอ�านหร/อเข!ยนภาษาโส�ไหม คร%บ
52. (if LITERATE in So)

(a) Read what? อ�านอะไร คร%บ
(b) Write what? เข!ยนอะไร คร%บ

53. Do you think being able to read and write So is 
beneficial?

พ!�คดว�าการอ�านเข!ยนภาษาโส� ได�ม!ประโยชน1ไหม 
คร%บ

(a) (if YES) How is it beneficial? ม!ประโยชน1 ย%งไง คร%บ
(b) (if NO) Why? เพราะอะไร คร%บ

54. Suppose someone wrote books in So, what 
kinds of things would you like to have written 
in your language?

สมม�ตว�าม!คน เข!ยนหน%งส/อเป	นภาษาโส� พ!�อยากจะให�
เขาเข!ยนเก!�ยวก%บเร/�องอะไรบ�าง คร%บ

55. If someone came to your village to teach how 
to read and write So, would you go?

สมม�ตว�า ม!คนมาสอนการอ�านเข!ยนภาษาโส� พ!�จะไป
เร!ยนก%บเขาไหม คร%บ

(a) How many hours per day would you go? จะไปเร!ยน ว%นละก!�ช%�วโมง คร%บ
56. Do you know any other villages that speak So? พ!�ร �จ%กหม �บ�านอ/�น ท!�พ ดภาษาโส�ไหม คร%บ

(a) (if YES) Where? ท!�ไหนบ�าง คร%บ
57. Which villages speak So the same as here? ...หม �บ�านไหนท!�พ ดภาษาโส� เหม/อนก%บท!�น!� คร%บ
58. Which villages speak So a little different from 

here, but you can still understand each other
...หม �บ�านไหน ท!�พ ดภาษาโส�ต�างจากท!�น!�นดหน�อย 
แต�ย%งฟ6งเข�าใจก%นได� คร%บ
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59. Which villages speak So very differently from 
here, so different that you have trouble 
understanding each other?

...หม �บ�านไหน ท!�พ ดภาษาโส� ต�างจากท!�น!�มากจน
เข�าใจก%นได�ยาก คร%บ

60. The villages that speak the same, (remind them 
which villages they named) what do you call 
their language?

หม �บ�านท!�พ ดภาษาโส�เหม/อนก%น พ!�เร!ยกภาษาน%,นว�า
ภาษาอะไร คร%บ

61. The villages that speak a little different, 
(remind them which villages they named) have 
you gone to those places?

หม �บ�านท!�พ ดต�างก%นนดหน�อย พ!�เคยไปไหม คร%บ

(a) Where? ท!�ไหน คร%บ
62. Do you often talk with people from there? พ!�ค�ยก%บคนท!�น%�นบ�อยไหม คร%บ
63. (if YES) What language do you use when 

speaking with each other?
พ!�ใช�ภาษาอะไรเม/�อ ค�ยก%น คร%บ

(a) Do you speak the kind of So from this 
village or the kind from that village?

พ!�พ ดภาษาโส�แบบหม �บ�านน!, หร/อโส�แบบหม �บ�านน%,น 
คร%บ

(b) Do you have to change the way you speak to 
understand each other?

พ!�ต�องปร%บการพ ด เพ/�อจะเข�าใจก%นได�หร/อเปล�า คร%บ

 i. (if YES) Change how? ปร%บย%งไง คร%บ
64. [If they answer something other than “So”] 

Why don’t you use So with them?
ท0าไมไม�ได�ใช�ภาษาโส�ก%บเขา คร%บ

65. When you hear them speak their variety, do 
you understand (1) everything (2) most things 
(3) some things or (4) nothing at all?

เวลาพ!�ได�ยนคนท!�น%�นพ ดภาษาโส�แบบของเขา พ!�
เข�าใจได� (1)ท%,งหมด (2)ส�วนมาก  (3)บางอย�าง (
4)ไม�เข�าใจเลย

(a) (if NOT “everything”) How are they 
different?

ต�างก%นย%งไง คร%บ

(b) What do you call that language? พ!�เร!ยกภาษาน%,นว�าภาษาอะไรคร%บ
66. The villages that speak a very different, 

(remind them which villages they named) have 
you gone to those places?

หม �บ�านท!�พ ดต�างก%นมาก พ!�เคยไปไหม คร%บ

(a) Where? ท!�ไหน คร%บ
67. Do you often talk with people from there? พ!�ค�ยก%บคนท!�น%�นบ�อยไหม คร%บ
68. (if YES) What language do you use when 

speaking with each other?
พ!�ใช�ภาษาอะไรเม/�อค�ยก%น คร%บ

(a) Do you speak the kind of So from this 
village or the kind from that village?

พ!�พ ดภาษาโส�แบบหม �บ�านน!, หร/อโส�แบบหม �บ�านน%,น 
คร%บ

(b) Do you have to change the way you speak to 
understand each other?

พ!�ต�องปร%บการพ ด เพ/�อจะเข�าใจก%นได�หร/อเปล�า คร%บ 

 i. (if YES) Change how? ปร%บย%งไง คร%บ
69. [If they answer something other than “So”] 

Why don’t you use So with them?
ท0าไมไม�ได�ใช�ภาษาโส�ก%บเขา คร%บ

70. When you hear them speak their variety, do 
you understand (1) everything (2) most things 
(3) some things or (4) nothing at all?

เวลาพ!�ได�ยนคนท!�น%�นพ ดภาษาโส�แบบของเขา พ!�
เข�าใจได� (1)ท%,งหมด (2)ส�วนมาก  (3)บางอย�าง (
4)ไม�เข�าใจเลย

(a) (if NOT “everything”) How are they 
different?

ต�างก%นย%งไง คร%บ

(b) What do you call that language? พ!�เร!ยกภาษาน%,นว�าภาษาอะไรคร%บ
71. In what place would you say So is spoken the 

nicest and clearest?
พ!�คดว�า คนท!�ไหนพ ดภาษาโส� เพราะท!�ส�ด ช%ดท!�ส�ด 
คร%บ
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72. Were there any distractions or interruptions that 
interfered with the flow of the interview or 
seemed to influence some of the responses?

73. Did the subject seem to understand the 
language of elicitation?

74. Did the subject seem shy or fairly confident 
about expressing his/her opinions?

75. Did the interpreter change any of the 
questions? Note what was actually asked.

76. Other observations about the interview?
77. Were there any questions that seemed to work 

really well? Which questions? Why?
78. Were there any questions that seemed to not 

work well? Which questions? Why?
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Appendix I: Observations from Pha Thai and Khok Muang

After completing fieldwork for the five selected villages, the team made an unscheduled 
visit to two other So villages in the region – Pha Thai and Khok Muang. The purpose was 
simply to make sure there were no obvious differences in the sociolinguistic situation 
among the So; data from the earlier five villages had not shown any data outside the 
team's expectations.

The team did not collect any word lists or questionnaires, but talked to some of the 
people about language use. Their responses, comments, and other observations were 
written down in a notebook. These have been tabulated and correlated with the survey 
research questions so that inferences can be made. Tables 70 and 71 show the inferences 
drawn from the written responses and comments.

Responses, comments, and 
observations

Inferences

Social gatherings see high use of 
So and Isan; So currently the most 
used

Possibly stong bilingualism in 
Isan

Possible adequate mastery of  Isan

Pha Thai villagers can 
communicate easily with our 
guide

No comprehension problems 
between Pha Thai and Photi 
Phaisan variety

Adequate comprehension to Photi 
Phaisan So

Na Tao perceived as speaking 
different So variety, but can still 
understand with no problems

Na Tao is one of closest So 
villages to Pha Thai. Perception as 
“different” might suggest Photi 
Phaisan variety (further) is also 
“different”. Distance may impact 
comprehension

Unclear comprehension to Photi 
Phaisan So

Consider all So the same; still 
communicate using So

Perception could possibly include 
Photi Phaisan So

Possible positive attitudes to Photi 
Phaisan So

Ancestors came from Kusuman Possibly retain some sense of 
kinship to Kusuman So

Possible positive attitudes to Photi 
Phaisan So (if perception that 
Kusuman = Photi Phaisan)

Kutsagoi uses “older, ancient” So May perceive Kutsagoi variety as 
purer; Kutsagoi is nearby Photi 
Phaisan and may be very similar

Possible positive attitudes to Photi 
Phaisan So (if Kutsagoi= Photi 
Phaisan)

So lady impressed that Kusuman 
youth maintain So use

Perceive that own village use of 
So is less than in Kusuman

Possible positive attitudes to Photi 
Phaisan So (if perception that 
Kusuman = Photi Phaisan)
Low language vitality

Children's use of So declining. 
Even if both parents So and speak 
So with them, the children will 
reply in  Isan

Declining use of So among 
younger generation

Low language vitality

One lady is ethnically So but 
speaks So with Isan accent (not 
natural)

Ethnic So adults not speaking So 
well

Low language vitality
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Responses, comments, and 
observations

Inferences

Youth in nearby So villages Suan 
Kluay and Na Ka Tha speaking 
So less

Sociolinguistic situation in 
surrouding So villages may 
influence or reflect use in Pha 
Thai

Low language vitality

Ethnic So lady speaks Isan to her 
own children

Language used in home domain is 
non-So

Possible adequate mastery of  Isan
Low language vitality

Ethnolinguistic makeup is ~50% 
mix between So and  Isan

High percentage of mixed 
ethnicities may influence 
language use

Possibly low language vitality

Children can understand So, but 
don't speak as much as adults 
(mentioned in two separate 
conversations)

Possibly decreasing language 
vitality

Know about COC books from 20-
30 years ago

Knowledge of So literature, but 
unsure about attitudes to them

Unclear language vitality

Pha Thai and surrounding villages 
divided into 10 sections (“muu”). 
7/10 sections inhabited by So

No population numbers to 
determine the concentration of 
ethnic So... 

Unclear language vitality

Pha Thai has annual So festival on 
17 February

Possibly increased pride in So 
ethnolinguistic identity

High language vitality

Two Isan people were found to 
speak So fluently!

So language is exerting influence 
instead of being influenced

High language vitality

Na Tao, Ngiw, Sang Kaew, Phon 
Phaeng, Kusuman considered 
same variety

Perception of sameness extends as 
far as Kusuman (furthest of 
villages)

Dialect perceptions: So 
everywhere is same
Possible adequate comprehension 
and positive attitudes to Photi 
Phaisan So (if perception that 
Kusuman=Photi Phaisan)

So in Pha Thai and surrounding 
villages speak the same i.e. no 
differences in sounds or accents

Pha Thai and surrounding So 
villages speak similar variety

Dialect perceptions: Pha Thai and 
surrounding villages (Na Ka Tha 
and Kaeng Samho) are same

Table 70: Responses, comments, and observations from informal visit to Pha Thai

A subjective assessment of the comments and responses from Pha Thai suggest possible 
positive attitudes to Photi Phaisan So; although adequate comprehension is suspect. 
However, there do seem to be many opinions that hint at low So language vitality in Pha 
Thai. There are too few responses to infer anything about mastery and attitudes toward 
CT or Isan.
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Responses, comments, and 
observations

Inferences

Mentioned that “all So are the 
same; equally good; no specific 
place as the best”

Could suggest acceptance 
attitudes to Photi Phaisan So as 
reference dialect

Possibly positive attitude to Photi 
Phaisan So

Considers Na Tao as more pure 
So, with 100% So words 
compared to 90% in own village

May indicate that Photi Phaisan is 
not considered prestige dialect i.e. 
purest or nicest. But doesn't mean 
a negative attitude to Photi 
Phaisan So either

Unclear attitudes to Photi Phaisan 
So

Ethnolinguistic makeup: Only 
five non-So (Isan) live here and 
they “become So” i.e. learn So 
language, customs etc..

High percentage of ethnic So in 
this village; they exert influence 
on non-So who live here

High language vitality

Comment on other village Na 
Phiang: Older middle-aged people 
still speak So

Infer that younger generation not 
using So as much

Low language vitality in Na 
Phiang

Comment on other village Kha 
Kay and Ban Born: age-group 
<40 cannot speak or understand 
So; age-group 40-50 can 
understand but cannot speak; age-
group >50 can speak and 
understand

So used only among older people; 
So use is lost in the younger 
generation

Low language vitality in Kha Kay 
and Ban Born

Comment on other village 
Mueang Kao: speak Isan mostly

LWC (Isan) is used more 
frequently than So

Low language vitality in Mueang 
Kao

Comment on other village Pha 
Thai: language use is declining

So use declining Low language vitality in Pha Thai

Comment on other villages Khok 
Sawang, I Kut, Nong Hoy, Don 
Daeng: considered as “same So”

Perception that the villages 
mentioned speak the same variety

Dialect perceptions: Khok 
Sawang, I Kut, Nong Hoy, and 
Don Daeng are same

Comment on other village Na 
Phiang Kao: different language 
used here (half vocabulary is 
different), called Tri

Possibly different language 
spoken in Na Phiang Kao

Dialect perceptions: So language 
boundaries possibly at Na Phiang 
Kao

Table 71: Responses, comments, and observations from informal visit to Khok Muang

Most of the Khok Muang responses were about language use in other villages. The 
comments suggested declining So language vitality in selected villages. The information 
might be useful to help decide survey sites if there were to be a survey done on So 
villages with declining language vitality (see paragraph on Nong Nang Leung under 
section 6: recommendations).
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Appendix J: Population
The village demographics show populations from 400+ to about 1,500 people (table 72). 
The data has been further analysed by calculating the average number of people in each 
household and comparing this with the “population per private household” statistic 
(National Statistical Office of Thailand n.d.29).

The estimates of “population per household” show four So villages had higher ratios than 
the district-wide average. Kham Toey's score was equivalent to the national statistical 
averages. Correlating “population per household” scores with village populations indicate 
that So villages may have larger populations than the district-wide average.

Village Q#26 (a) Q#26 (b) Q#27 Q#28

Sub-district 
(Tambon)

District 
(Amphoe)

Number of 
houses

Number of 
people

Average 
number of 
people per 
household

District 
average for 
population 
per private 
household

Noi Siwilai Phon Can Phon Sawan 84 464 5.5 4.1

Nong Nang 
Leung

Phon Sawan Phon Sawan 240 1,473 6.1 4.1

Don Yang Na Khamin Phon Sawan 83 419 5.0 4.1

Kham Toey Thacampa Tha Uthen 241 1,004 4.2 4.2

Na Tao Ban Kho Phon Sawan 197 963 4.9 4.1

Table 72: KLSQ responses showing selected village demographics (name, places and population)

Assuming the correlations are valid, all the villages would not seem to have low language 
vitality as the populations appear to be equal to or above the national average.

29 The National Statistical Office of Thailand did not have data showing average population per village. 
The data was modified to make like-for-like comparisons.
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